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This essay attempts to identify thpse conditions or factors that are
present in all processes and contexts of social discrimination, whether by
sex, race, ethnicity, language, culture, religion, class, political opinion or
on other grounds.

To that end I shall first discuss the concept of social

discrimination and consider various influential definitions.

As

discrimination is often contrasted with social equality, I shall then
consider their relations, and having formulated a working definition of
discrimination, I shall tentatively abstract its essential conditions from
the concept itself.

In the second half of the paper I shall review social

categories that have often been subject to discrimination, beginning with
women and other biosocial categories before looking at those based on other
criteria.

In discussing the discrimination that differing collectivities

experience in societies at differing levels of development, my aims are
firstly to indicate the various contexts and processes involved, as well as
their effects and essential conditionsj

and secondly, to test and refine

our ideas of the factors common to all contexts of social discrimination.
In conclusion I shall list the factors or conditions present in all kinds
and processes of discrimination as its requisites.

However, as my

argument hangs on the concept of social discrimination, let us begin with
that."

1

In its most general sense, to discriminate means to distinguish, to
differentiate, to perceive and drticulate differences between phenomena or
concepts.

The opposite of discriminate is indiscriminate, that is,

inattention or indifference to the real or putative differences between
1 Given the scope and generalit,
if this essay and restrictions of space, I
shall frequently refer readers :"u~erested in further material to, relevant
pu bHca tions.
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,. phenomena.

In that sense discrimination is a basic cognitive activity

that continues throughout our waking life.

Other animals also

discriminate between the many objects in their environments, although they
lack man's ability to elaborate the concepts, criteria and categories that
objectify and utilise those distinctions for future action and thought.

Our

perceptions of time, space, weight, size, number, quality or motion all
depend on the inherent discriminating propensity of the human mind, and
give rise to those abstract concepts that create the cognitive frameworks
which underlie our modes of thought and apprehensions of events.

Without

this distinctively human quality, human languages would be no richer than
those of birds or apes.

To appreciate the degree to which culture as a

system of collective representations assumes and educates our propensity to
discriminate, however incorrectly, between natural, social, and purely mental
events and relations, we need only consult a dictionary or thesaurus.
Since to discriminate is to distinguish phenomena, the difference or
differences it asserts are clearly critical for their differentiation.
As social scientists use the term, discrimination generally denotes the
unfavourable treatment of people who are believed to differ in some
particular, such as sex, race or religion, from those who discriminate
against them.

As human societh!s are complex arrangements of institutional

statuses, roles and relations, tney presuppose and manifest forms and
criteria of differentiation that are culturally sanctioned as appropriate
for social classification and action.

Invariably these very diverse

systems of social differentiation institutionalise some forms of
discrimination.

However, it is by no means always the case that

distinctions institutionalised in the status structures of human societies
discriminate unfavourably against anyone.

Thus, to avoid assuming that

all forms of social differentiation are discriminatory, we need to define
the concept with care.
It is convenient to treat Gunnar Xyrdal's monumental study of the
'Negro Problem' in the U.S.A. as the point at

whi~~

the concept of social

discrimination, tr discrimination, as it is generally called, became central
to the study of such systems of institutionalised social inequality as
American race relations.

Until then discrimination was generally coupled
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with segregation in discussing relations between American whites and
blacks, and both were treated as effects or manifestations of race prejudice
Ofyrdal, 1944,60, 1141>.

Myrdal, however, chose to focus on objective

social practices and their effects rather than on prejudice

(~.,

214), and

classified practices and arrangements that violated "the American creed,
which is emphatic in denouncing differences made on account of 'race, creed
or color"'.

(i.l:U..Q..,

52, 214) as discrimination.

In an Appendix he

stressed the value-laden character of 'the American creed' and of the
concept of discrimination he had derived from that, and argued that valuefree or '''disinterested social science' is ... pure nonsense"

<iQ.lil..,

1063-4).

Despite admiration for Myrdal's outstanding study, I shall later propose
an operational value-free de:finition of discrimination that applies equally
to all societies, unlike the culture-specific concept he derived from the
American constitution and used in his great work.

Vhile the U.S.

constitution proclaims ideals of civic and political equality irrespective
of 'race, creed or color' and furnishes an appropriate and authoritative
national standard by which we can identify discriminatory practices and
conditions in the U.S. and rank them as more or less extreme, as law the
constitution also has an objective validity irrespective of the ideals and
values that

it

proclaims.

Thus, those violations of constitutional

prescripts that Myrdal classified as discrimination illustrate the gap
between social practice and the law, which for all its de jure validity was
either ignored or rendered ineffective in this sector of American life by
those mechanisms and processes that Myrdal analysed.

Since I wish to

isolate the factors common to all forms and processes of discrimination, I
cannot restrict attention to those countries which are constitutionally
committed to civic equality, out will have to consider various situations in
historic and contemporary sO.::ieties that lack constitutions, or have
inegalitarian ones, as well as in those committed to civic equality.

I am

therefore obliged to seek objective criteria that are cross-culturally
applicable and value-free to distinguish discriminatory situations and
practices from non-discriminatory ones.
Like urbanisation, stratification, development and integration,
discrimination is both a process, a set of activities and practices, and a
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state of affairs, a condition wnich is simultaneously the outcome or result
of a process, and its precondition, at least conceptually.

Most academic

definitions of the concept stress its processual aspect, sometimes to the
exclusion of the structural, situational one.

However, wherever it occurs,

discrimination is an objective aspect of the social structure, a condition
with which the discriminators and the discriminated have to live and reckon
daily.
As practice, condition or structural effect, discrimination is also a
cognitive fact, something that people think they know or perceive.

Like

Myrdal and many others, I regard as discrimination only those practices or
conditions that have an objective validity independent of individual
perceptions or ideas.

Nonetheless, since they structure our expectations

and interpretations of events, and so influence the content and conditions
of social relations, however mistaken, such individual notions are highly
important and must be taken into account.

As V. 1. Thomas said, "V hat men

believe to be real is real in its consequences."

Accordingly, though

primarily concerned with the objective conditions and practice of daily
life, we must also study the ideas and attitudes of those involved.
Since discrimination inVOlves unfavourable treatment of certain people,
it has simultaneous negative and positive ei'1'ects, those discriminated
against having to bear the negative aspect, while those who discriminate
against them enjoy its positive results.

Vhile they disadvantage others

by discrimination, discriminators thereby also enhance their own positions
and interests with advantage and power.
Social discrimination is lnherently collective, a relationship between
two collectivities, one of which, the discriminators, disadvantages the
other by such processes, and defines its boundaries.

~here

practised,

discrimination represents the prevailing mode of social relations between
those collectivities.

Like other perdur1ng elements of .social structure,

such as property, the division of labour by sex, or the criteria of
strati~~cation,

as it becomes institutional, dlscrimination becomes the

expected or correct pattern of conduct between members of the
collectivities involved.

In such a situation, even though some personal
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, relations may deviate significantly from collective norms, so long as the
institution retains validity, such deviations tend to be rare, private, and
are oiten regarded as proof that the prevailing pattern is freely chosen by
all and excludes coercion.

Naturally, if discrimination enhances the

position of one collectivity while disadvantaging the other, though its
beneficiaries generally approve the practice, others may not do so, whatever
their superiors say.

Whether discriminatory relations inevitably involve

'collective dissensus about their legitimacy has to be determined empirically
in each case with the best ethnographic and historical data available.
While it sometimes occurs that those subjugated learn to love their
subjugation, we cannot assume in advance, on the assertions of their
superiors, either that they have freely chosen that status, or that they in
fact approve it.

Moreover, if such arrangements are not consensual, they

can only be maintained by other means such as power and the threat of
force.
2.
Before Myrdal (1944), discrimination was generally coupled with segregation
in American discussions of race relations, and both were regarded as
manisfestations of prejudice, which was held to explain them.

Myrdal

showed conclusively that discrimination against Negroes 'in the U.S.A.
involved a great deal more than segregation;

and since then the triad has

been reduced to prejudice and discrimination.

In texts these often seem

inseparable, each predicating the other, and both together accounting for
the psychological and social aspects of racial and other inequalities.
Thus in 1951 Arnold Rose defined prejudice as "a set of attitudes which
causes I supports or justifies discrimination" (Rose, 1951, 393).

However,

if discrimination is the cognitive act that distinguishes between concepts
and things, its presumed derivation as practice from attitudes of prejudice
becomes problematic, simply because those prejudicial attitudes presuppose
the categorical distinctions which generate social discrimination
(Pettigrew, 1980).

However, given their desire to "explain" behaviour and

social institutions by

J.-~~

..;hology, SOCiologists invoked prejudice to account

for discriminatory practices.

For example, according to Arnold Rose {1951,

393)
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'~ince

we are searching for causes of behavior, we must direct our

attention to the mind of the person who practises discrimination.
Prejudice is ... the men1:al state corresponding to discrimination."
In 1958 the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
narrow but operational definition of discrimination.

put forward a

Given its

preoccupation with working conditions, the ILO's definition focussed on
those exclusively.

The ILO's

Convention identified discrimination as

"any distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of race,
colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social
origin, which has the e!fect of nullifying or impairing the equality of
opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation" <ILD 1968, 7).
For us the most helpful clause in that definition says discrimination "has
the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity Or treatment".
This adopts Myrdal's key perception that, "Discrimination is ... defined in
relation to the norm of equali1:Y of opportunity" (Myrdal, 1944, 214 j

his

italics).
Not everyone was happy with discrimination as an important tool for
social analysis.

The Interna1:ional Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences

(1968) includes articles on assimilation, minorities, prejudice, race

relations and segregation, and a brief formalistic essay on economic
discrimination in free markets, but does not discuss discrimination in a
general sense as that term was used by Myrdal, the ILD, the United Nations
or others concerned to review situations of collective deprivation and
disadvantage in nation-states.

In an important work R. A. Schermerhorn

expressed some common reservations and critiCised the concept.
'''Discrimination', as employed by writers on inter-group relations, is
an invidious, moralistic term;

it

fas+o~s

persons engaging in the designated acts.

a value judgment on the
It implies that the people

performing such acts are violating a widespread social norm and that,
really, they shouldn't.

Due can only applaud such humanitarian
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sentiments while remaining puzzled over their explanatory value.

Are

not such morally reprehenslble acts something to be explained, just as
the social scientist seeks to explain the acts of the criminal?"
(Schermerhorn, 1970, 7)
Continuing, Schermerhorn cites a comparative study by Arnold Rose
(1960) of inter-group conflict to determine
"the relative 'harshness' of discrimination applied to minorities as
correlated with types of social structure <feudal SOCieties, slave
SOCieties, societies where religion is closely integrated with
government, societies

wher~

the dominant group feels strong

nationalism, societies wnere the subordinate group is perceived as an
economic or political threat, societies with greater or less respect for
legal authority, societies with well-defined class systems).

The

correlation of such SOCial structures, however arbitrary they may seem,
with a measure of 'harshness' produces indifferent or non-Significant
results as shown by his tables.

Rose acknowledged the limitations of

this admittedly preliminary study
4issatisfied with both

~he

Yet the reader is left

ambiguous character of 'harshness' of

discrimination (according to 20th-century standards, or those of some
other century in the country being eXamined?) and with its vagueness
arising from its judgmental character"
These pOints are timely and apposite.

<i.b.id..,

7-8).

However, despite Schermerhorn'S

critique, later writers have continued to use the concept and have defined
it carefully to exclude value judgments.
In reviewing American

his~orical

experience of racial and ethnic

prejudice and discrimination, Frederickson and Knobel (1980, 830) first
define prejudice and discrimination, and then remark that the former often
presupposes the latter.
"Prejudice can be defined as an attitude c£ genera.1.lsed hostility or
aggreSSion against a group of human beings

w~o

certain undesirable characteristics in common...

are thought to have
Prejudice may have
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its source in the persona 11 ty disorders of bigoted individuals or it
rudY

be

<.I

lDc.lnifestation

at

conformity to grnup norms ... Discrimination,

on the other hana, refers to actions that serve to limit the social,
political, or economic opportunities of particular groups, and such
actions become institutionalised through either law or custom with
resulting substantial inequities in group access to wealth, social
status, and political power.

Discrimination may appear to be simply

the acting out of prior prejudice, but there is evidence to suggest that
prejudice becomes fully developed and formally sanctioned only
the process of differential treatment is well under way.

~

Attitude and

action tend to feed on each other, creating a vicious circle that works
to enhance the power and prestige of one group at the expense of
another" <their italics).
Its central interest

Three aspects of this statement merit comment.

is the relation of prejudice and discrimination, prejudice being
distinguished as an attitude from discrimination as action <Pettigrew,
1980).

Both definitions take for granted the boundaries, identities,

distinctive characters and differences of the target group and those who
act against them.

Since prejudice is the attitude of "generalised

hostility or aggression against a group," it takes the target group for
granted and does not include those cognitive processes by which its target
is distinguished as a bounded. collecti vi ty, even though it mayor may not
constitute a sroup in the sociological meaning of that term.

Likewise,

since by this definition discrimination consists solely of actions against
particular "groups", such actions also presuppose identification of their
targets by some act of cognition.

Clearly discrimination as a cognitive

process precedes prejudice as attitude and discrimination as action against
'particular gr.oups' at some level or another;

and as Frederickson and

Knobel remark, as social action discrimination may also precede and foster
prejudicial attitudes.

The assumption that discriminatory acts are always

..

motivated by prejudice is therefore unnecessary and invalid (v. Rose, 1951,.
393) •

Secondly, when Frederickson and Knobel define discrimination as
"actions that serve to limit the social, pOlitical, or economic opportunities
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of particular groups," they identify those opportunities as objective
criteria

discrimination

01

1re~

of value

judgm~nts

or moralistic concepts.

In thus freeing the idea of discrimination from the value complexes in
which Myrdal and others cited by Schermerhorn had set it, Frederickson and
Knobel moved a long way towards reformulating the concept as an

IJpprnprltJtn,

vfJlun-nPlltfll1 illGlrument

for the rnrnparativ() sciflntific study

of such processes and their contexts.

However, even their definition is

not fully satisfactory, since it overlooks the important difference between
the real and purely hypothetical opportunities of target groups, although
that is essential in empirical studies.

When the ILO (1968, 7) defined

discrimination as any "distinction, exclusion or preference ... which has the
effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in
employment or occupation," i t excluded other possibilities as irrelevant by
specifying equality of opportunity or treatment as the decisive criterion,
that is, equal opportunities to compete with others for and by work on the
same conditions.

Had Frederickson and Knobel identified discrimination by

inequalities in the social, political, or economic opportunities of
particular "groups," their definition would have had greater operational
value.

Even so, as we shall see, the concept of equality raises many

issues.
Having defined discrimination as action that limits the opportunities
of target groups, Frederickson and Knobel remark that "when such actions
become institutionalised through either law or custom, they result in
substantial inequities in group access to wealth, social status, and
poli tical power."

That such results should f low from institutionalised

patterns of discrimination, de jure or de facto, seems inevitablej

but the

points to note are the authors' implicit recognition that discrimination may
also occur without being institutionalised, and that even when
institutionalised it may have no legal sanction.

Since discrimination

presumes cognition before action, the discriminatory process may therefore
have several phases before it achieves institutional validity and form,
whether

~e

jyre or de facto.

At first some individuals may differentiate themselves from others, and
may also distinguish other collectivities privately and without public
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communication.

Such distinctions may involve no negative or unfavourable

connotations for either party;

but sometimes they do;

and in various

situations, individuals who view others negatively may think it best to
conceal their opinions in order to avoid hostility.
ethnography have many examples of such behaviour.

History and
However, for collective

accommodations to occur, at least one collectivity has to share certain
common ideas about the others.

.Such common views may either emerge

independently as reactions to a common situation and experience, or through
interaction and exchange of individual ideas;

and by such internal

communications a group may sift and transform individual ideas and
perceptions into collective representations of difference from other groups,
thereby promoting common patterns of behaviour in those relations.

Even

so, it is often the case that members of the same collectivity differ too
widely in their relations with another 'group' to observe the same pattern;
and such variations may' occur despite shared ideas about the
characteristics that differentiate both 'groups', especially in communities
marked by high degrees of internal diversity and individuation.

Yet even

when members of one collectivity discriminate against another, such actions
will lack institutional status, unless they enjoy normative validity and
effective sanction, the two decisive criteria of institutional action.
Moreover, even collective interactions that meet those criteria and are
clearly institutional may contravene the law, though sanctioned by ritual,
custom or superior force.
For example, in the U.S. Deep South throughout the first six or seven
decades of this century, Negroes were denied justice and the right to vote,
though the Fifteenth Amendment of 1869 explicitly forbade anyone, including
state governments, to deny citizens the right to vote "on account of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude" (Glazer and Ueda, 1980, 850).

In

New Spain Olexico), the conQui$.tadores institutionalised encomienda and
ripartimiento to allocate the Indian population among themselves as
labourers, thus setting aside the decrees and regulations of their Catholic
emperor in Madrid (Chevalier, 1963)..

In such cases - and t"-e>re are many -

discriminatory practices enfurced as customary institutional patterns by a
dominant group directly violate their own legal code and abrogate the legal
rights of the subject group.

In brief, discriminatory functions may
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operate at various levels:

as cognition without action, individual and

private, or collective and pUblic;
or otherwise;
authority.

on the level of action, institutionally

and in the former case, sometimes without or against legal
At the other extreme 'discrimination' may be prescribed and

enforced by a state, as. for example. apartheid in South Africa(van den
Bergbe. 1967;

Ginwala. 1977),
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3.

As Schermerhorn saw, if actions of any kind that "serve to limit the
social, political, or economic opportunities of particular groups" illustrate
discrimination, it is indeed a highly indiscriminate concept.

Indeed, as

now used, the term includes everything from genocide (Kuper, 1981) to the
administration of immigration law (Sondhi, 1983) or inequities in the
distributions of social security and welfare payments, educational
opportunities, public health and housing (Myrdal, 1944).

It thus

discourages attempts to distinguish by their severity and scope the
innumerable kinds of collective disabilities and deprivations it refers to.
Is it meaningful to classi!y together and thus assimilate conceptually
the Yoruba ritual destruction of one twin per pair, the old Bengali practice
of syttee, the destruction of witches and religiOUS opponents at the stake
in 16th and 17th century Europe, the enslavement and exploitation of
Africans in the Americas and the Caribbean, the situations of serfs in
Japan and medieval Europe, of Amerindians confined to reservations under
white administrations in the U.S.A., Brazil and Canada, of colonised peoples
under European rule in Africa, Central and South America, Asia and
Australia, and finally, women's historic lack ot equal political and legal
rights?

Given the wide variety of disadvantages and deprivations that

discrimination involves in differing contexts, and the enormous differences
in their severity, which range from denials of freedoms of speech,
association or movement to denials of food, water, liberty and life, it is
obviously urgent to develop criteria and techniques to discriminate the
different kinds and degrees of deprivation the concept subsumes, since such
variations may be associatea with conditions that merit study.

As a first

step to that end I shall try to show how we may distinguish analytically
between discriminatory practices for comparative study, without reference
to their scope and severity.
As defined by F. t::. 'erickson and Knobel, discrimination

onsists of

actions that "serve to limit the social, political or economic opportunities
of particular groups."

It is therefore identified by its effects rather
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3.

As Schermerhorn saw, if actions of any kind that "serve to limit the
social, political, or economic opportunities of particular groups" illustrate
discrimination, it is indeed a highly indiscriminate concept.

Indeed, as

now used, the term includes everything from genocide (Kuper, 1981) to the
administration of immigration law (Sandhi, 1983) or inequities in the
distributions of social security and welfare payments, educational
opportunities, public health and housing <Myrdal, 1944).

It thus

discourages attempts to distinguish by their severity and scope the
innumerable kinds of collective disabilities and deprivations it refers to.
Is it meaningful to classi!y together and thus assimilate conceptually
the Yoruba ritual destruction of one twin per pair, the old Bengali practice
of syttee, the destruction of witches and religious opponents at the stake
in 16th and 17th century Europe, the enslavement and exploitation of
Africans in the Americas and the Caribbean, the situations of serfs in
Japan and medieval Europe, of Amerindians confined to reservations under
white administrations in the U.S.A., Brazil and Canada, of colonised peoples
under European rule in Africa, Central and South America, Asia and
Australia, and finally, women's historic lack ot equal political and legal
rights?

Given the wide variety of disadvantages and deprivations that

discrimination involves in diflering contexts, and the enormous differences
in their severity, which range from denials of freedoms of speech,
association or movement to denials of food, water, liberty and life, it is
obviously urgent to develop criteria and techniques to discriminate the
different kinds and degrees of deprivation the concept subsumes, since such
variations may be associatea with conditions that merit study.

As a first

step to that end I shall try to show how we may distinguish analytically
between discriminatory practices for comparative study, without reference
to their scope and severity.
As defined by Frederickson and KL_')o. _1, discrimination consists of
actions that "serve to limit the social, political or economic opportunities
of particular groups."

It is therefore identified by its effects rather
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than the aims, motivations or intentions of those involved.

Indeed, that

definition does not assume any mental states as necessary conditions of
discriminatory action, and its authors suggest rather that prejudice
develops fully only af"ter "the process of differential treatment is well
under way", that is, when discriminatory practices are virtually
institutional as defined above.
The role of intention in discriminatory action became a matter of acute
debate in the U.S.A. when Stokeley Carmichael and E. V. Hamilton (1968)
described as 'institutional racism' those conditions and forms of racial
inequality that derived from the routine operation of social institutions,
irrespective of the intention::; of individuals directly involved.

By then

the Federal government. seeking to implement the Civil Rights Act of 1964
in employment, had issued Executive Order 11246 of 1965 and initiated quota
hiring under its new program of Affirmative Action.

That policy was

widely regarded as admitting that invidious discriminations could occur as
a consequence of the routine operation of social institutions. irrespective
of people's intentions <Glazer 1983. 159-181;

Ringer 1983, 366-374).

In

fact U.S. government policies of equal employment opportunities, quota
hirin~

dond do1.t"iI"Dlativt:!d.ctioll

modes ot discrimination

WOUld

r~1lected

its

perpetuate

per . . . ~pt1on th .... t racii..ll .... nd other

thems~lves

unless certain

customary practices were counterbalanced by programs carefully designed to
equalize employment opportunities and working conditions.
Xany years earlier with reierence to U.S. Social Security and relief
work, Xyrdal had distinguished legal deprivations due to 'direct
discrimination' from those due to 'indirect discrimination' such as the
"application of 'business principles' in relief work" <Myrdal 1944, 277,
358).

Essentially, in the U.S.A., institutional racism refers to those

beliefs and practices that had hitherto escaped critical examination and
fostered unequal distributions of opportunities and treatment.

Critics of

the concept have questioned its applicability to situations and processes
in which

4~ere

is no individual intention to discriminate, and have argued

that since discrimination is often identified as differential treatment, it
cannot occur without someone's llltention (Williams, 1985).
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Perhaps if Carmichael arid Hamilton had written of institutional sexism
many of these objections might not have been raised, since feminist writers
have recently exposed institutional sexism in such aspects of Western
cultures as education, religion, housing, language, etiquette and science.
While some men intentionally discriminate against women, most probably do
so without intention or attention to the nature and effects of their
behaviour.

Indeed many men who regard women most highly would be

surprised and hurt to learn the objective implications of their conduct.
In much the same way, those arrangements and practices that Myrdal had
identified as "indirect discrimination" against American blacks, and
Carmichael and Hamilton called "institutional racism", have been warmly
detended against such charges oy many who regarded them as necessary and
correct (Roche, 1976;

Glazer, 1983).

In a'recent lecture on British race relations, Sir Peter Newsam (1986)
discussed the two kinds of discrimination, intentional and unintentional, as
follows.
"Direct discrimination is straightforwardly a matter of treating one
individual less f'avourably than another on racial grounds.

Thus the

direct discriminator can hardly fail to be aware of what he or she is
doing, though, insofar as this is thought culpable, he may well be upset
if the charge of discrimination is brought.
kind is widespread:

Discrimination of this

at its worst, it is reflected in racial attacks,

physical or verbal, but it can also take the form of condescending
forms of stereotyping.
"Indirect discrimination resides in systems rather than in the
head.

It lies in requirements or conditions which, though they may

apply generally, have a disproportionately adverse effect on one or
more racial groups - and cannot be justified.

Word-of-mouth

recruiting, for example, may result in indirect discrimination.
"Each

manifesta~lon

has to be tackled in different ·,'I=.Ys.

.lJJ.rect

discrimination is ultimately dealt with by getting at people's hearts or
heads.

Indirect discrimination is concerned with the structures over
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which they preside.

If lnstitutions are not able or willing to reform

themselves, there is a role for society itself, through the legal
system, to insist that they dOj

and the same applies to individual

behaviour ."
In comparing white attitudes and treatment of Negroes in the Southern
and Northern United States, Myrdal had noted that "in the North the
observer finds a different mental situation" <1944, 44) j "the Negro problem
has nowhere in the North the importance it has in the South" <i.l:U.d.., 45).
"Northern whites have also been able to console themselves by
comparing the favourable treatment of Negroes in the North with that
of the South.

Negroes have votes in the North and are, on the whole,

guaranteed equality before the law.

No cumbersome racial etiquette in

personal relations is insisted upon.

The whole caste system has big

holes in the North, even if prejudice in personal relations is
pronounced, and the Negroes are generally kept out of the better jobs"

<il.U..d.." 46).
Looking for common factors between the regions, Myrdal found that,
despite the widely shared belie! in the capacity o! American society to
assimilate diverse ethnic stocks, "among the groups commonly considered
unassimilable, the Negro people is by far the largest"

<ihi,d.,

564) j

and he

showed how this presumption of social unassimilability was closely
associated with "the anti-amalgamation doctrine" that underpinned the "caste
line between whites and Negroes" <illisl .. 54).

~hile

Northerners and

Southerners alike opposed "amaigamation" with Negroes and upheld colorcaste, anti-amalgamation doctrine and the theory of color-caste were
central to the ideology of 80utnerners and extended beyond the
rationalisation of their relations with Negroes to structure and permeate
the region's culture and history.

In the North,

in~tead

,

of a coherent

ideology about black-white relations, Xyrdal found various beliefs and
attitudes t.hat reinforced white practices a .•~ confidence that their
treatment of Negroes, which included laws permitting intermarriage, was
more egalitarian.

Summing up, he wrote:
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'~here

is plenty of aiscrimination in the North.

rather its rationalization is - kept hidden.

~e

But it is - or

can, in the North,

witness the legislators' obedience to the American creed when they
solemnly pass laws and regulations to condemn and punish such acts of
discrimination which, as a matter of routine, are committed daily by
the great majority of the white citizens and by the legislators
themselves /'

<ib.iQ...,

6'1).

In the writings of leading white American sociologists on race
relations in the U.S.A. Myrdal'found fatalistic attitudes and assumptions of
changelessness that tended to discourage public efforts at change.

"The

static and fatalistic value premises have actually embedded themselves into
the data" (illd"., 1053).

Nonetheless he showed how the deteriorating

social and economic situation of Negroes in the North and South alike
illustrated the circular interaction of mutually reinforcing factors.
"White prejudice and discrimination keep the Negro low in standards
of living, health, education, manners and morals.
gives support to white prejudice.
thus mutually "cause" one another...

This, in its turn,

White prejudice and Negro standards
If either of the factors changes,

this would cause change in the other factor, too, and start the process
of interaction where the change in one factor would continuously be
supported by the reaction of the other factor.

The whole system will

be moving in the direction of the primary change, but much further.
This is what we mean by cumulative causation" <ilid"., 75-6).
Given the systemic interrelation of all factors in the complex, Myrdal
warned that "a rational poliCy will never work 'RY changing only one factor,
least of all if attempted suddenly and with great force"
italics).

(~.,

7'1 j

his

On that argument anti-discrimination laws and policies which

deal selectively and with restricted aspects of the situation must fail to
achieve the desired effect and may leave the initial situation little
changed.

Such failurAs of well-intentioned but inadeSJa e policies may

then be held to illustrate the operation of institutional racism and
'unconscious' discrimination.
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Myrdal's careful comparison of white racial attitudes and practice in
the Northern ana Southern UniLea States paints up the difference between
two systems of racial discrimInation, one of which has a coherent
organising ideology while the other, despite equivalent injustice, prevails
despite an opposing ideology.

As his data showed, in contexts structured

by racist ideology such as the Southern United States, Negroes suffered
most heavily from direct and intentional discrimination, whereas in the
North, despite white prejudice, the discrimination was mainly institutional
and indirect.

Such studies show that discriminatiGn may occur without or

even despite the intentions of actors, and without ideological justification
or rationale.

Indeed, insofar as discrimination occurs as a routine effect

of system operations and cultural assumptions, it may not be recognised by
those responsible and may prevail despite an opposing ideology, as in the
Northern United States.

We must therefore dispense with the presumption that discrimination
can neither occur without someone's deliberate intention or without an
accompanying ideology or rationalisation, and try instead to distinguish
discriminatory acts by objective evidence of their nature and consequence,
rather than by the psychological states or ideological orientations of
those responsible.

4.
Recently Michael Banton has sought to distinguish between two kinds of
discrimination, the categorical and the statistical.

Banton (1983b, 366)

describes categorical discrimination as
"the unfavourable treatment of all persons socially assigned to a
particular category.

The treatment and aSSignment go hand in

hand ... The other kind, ... statistical discrimination, is the unfavourable
treatment of persons which arises from a belief that people in a given
category are unlikely to possess attributes which the discriminator is
s~~Jtlng"

(Banton 1983a, 2'70; v. 1983b, 2'74)

While Banton derives categorical discrimination from "a taste for
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· discrimination", he says that
"statistical discrimination, however, can occur in the absence of any
The difference between the two kinds of

taste for discrimination.

discrimination can also be expressed in terms of underlying motive"
(Banton 1983a, 2'72).
While the alleged 'taste for discrimination' assumes what it pretends to
explain, and if actual, should vary between individuals, categorical
discrimination, as Banton defines it, assumes uniformity of taste among
discriminators.

Though Banton and economists may take such 'tastes' for

granted as self-evident, their empirical status seems qUite problematic.
Moreover, as Banton claims

tha~

differences of motive distinguish

categorical and statistical discrimination, and that the latter

"~

occur

in the absence of any taste for discrimination," he recognises that it often
occurs together with that postulated taste, and thus that, if motivational
differences do distinguish categorical and statistical discrimination, they
will be difficult to prove.
Despite Banton's attempts to distinguish kinds of discrimination by
psychological criteria, it is obvious that categorical discrimination
involves the same beliefs about the "attributes" of those discriminated as
the statistical alternative.

There is thus no way in which we can

conclusively aemonstrate wheth8r such differential treatment of some
members of a social category is always or occasionally, and wnolly,
primarily or partially due to the belief that they "are likely to possess
attributes which the discriminator is seeking".
that that is the reason given for discrimination.
considerations generated

tha~

may find disconfirming data.

At best we can only say
Whether such

action, we can rarely establish, though we
While admitting that the propensity for

'risk aversion' from which Banton derives 'statistical discrimination in
competitive market situations' may be relevant, it seems unlikely that if
the concept is empirically appropriate, it applies only in such contexts
and in ecunomic relationships.

Given his commitment to the assumption

that humans always act "to maximise their utilities or satisfactions within
the constraints of their situation" (Smith 1985, 485), Banton has to claim
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that "actors in a social system utilising categorical discrimination still
look for ways of exempting others from some kinds of category membership
when this is to their adyantage" (Banton 1983a, 271;

my italics).

In

short, the unverifiable postulate of individual optimisation accounts
equally for categorical discrimination, for the statistical alternative, and
for deviations from each towards the other, all with little need or chance
of verification.

Yet clearly in any context of categorical discrimination

the most obvious way in which a discriminator may justify his deviation
from the categorical norm is to claim that the persons favoured "possess
attributes which the discriminator is seeking", while others lack them.

As

Myrdal <1944, 66) reported from the U.S.A.,
"Even in the same community, changes occur from one time to another.
There is also, contrary to the rule that all Negroes are to be treated
alike, a certain amount of discretion depending upon the class and
social status of the Negro in question.

A white person, especially if

he has high status in the community, is, furthermore, supposed to be
free, within limits, to overstep the rules.

The rules are primarily to

govern the Negroes' behavior."
Although before World War II most Northern states permitted marriage
between blacks and whites, such marriages were rare and generally involved
the couple's residence in a ghetto.

Since 1965 they have increased

substantially, but remain statistically anomalous.

Thus, even without

state sanction, categorical discrimination retains validity despite such
exceptions, which may be interpreted as proof that it does not exist.
While empirical observance of categorical discrimination, like other
institutional rules, is always imperfect and statistical, the rules
themselves only lose their valiaity when deviations increase to levels that
indicate public support for a contrary set of norms.

Whatever the

statistical rates of their observance, patterns of cl.iscrimination are
inherently categorical since they assume and articulate the discriminators
and discriminated.as distinct social categories.
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Having de!ined indirect dlscrimination as

t~he

unjustified imposition of

a requirement or condition with which members of another racial group can
less easily comply", Banton <1983b, 366-7) says

"If members of a minority are on average less well qualified, their

earnings will be lower than those of the majority;

this will be

inequality, but it will not be evidence of discrimination.

When

economists identify an inequality which cannot be accounted for by
differences in qualifications or other characteristics of the minority
labour force, they regularly infer that the difference is due to
discrimination without necessarily identifying who discriminated or
when the discrimination occurred.
"Sometimes they infer that the characteristics of the minority labour
force are an outcome of previous discrimination...

To argue like this

is to make the concept of discrimination serve a political and moral
end.

It leaves unanswered a series of questions about the pOints in

the economic and social structure at which discrimination occurs, and
why.

To say that 'SOCiety' has discriminated is only to evade the

problem.

Discrimination is only one of the sources of inequality

between racial groups and between men and women.

Any policy to

reduce inequality is unlikely to succeed unless the nature and influence
of every relevant factor has been analysed."

(~.,

357;

Banton,

1986a, 273-4)
These comments elaborate two of Schermerhorn's main objections to
discrimination as an analytic concept, namely, its presumed value bias and
its inadequacy as an explanation of discriminatory conduct.

While the

last point comes strangely fro::n one who regaras a postulated 'taste for
discrimination' as a self-evident and satisfactory explanation of.the
practice, the call for explanatory-analysis in studies of discrimination is
timely.

Banton adds that while discrimination may account for certain

kinds of categorical inequality, it cannot do so for all.
direct ... ur attention to the distinction

bet~·:een

His comments

those inequalities derived

from discrimination and others, and to the commitment of social science to
try tO'explain' or understand social practices and their development.
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Though such social categories as women, children, the elderly and the
handicapped otten require di!ferential treatment adapted to their needs,
that differential treatment does not constitute discrimination as
sociologists use the term.

However, such bio-social categories as women

or children are not the only ones that need 'differential treatment' to
avoid categorical disadvantage.

So do people of differing language,

religion and mode of subsistence in differing contexts.

Provisions to

meet the specifiC needs of these and other social categories represent
positive discriminations made to facilitate their participation in the
society.

Though varying greatly in detail, such positive discriminations

are almost universal in human ·:ultures to some degree.

'Without them

neither could women rear their young securely nor could they confidently
expect to bear them.

Nonetneless, even though positive discriminations in

favour of such social categories are virtually universal, many object to
comparable discriminations an behalf of historically deprived populations
such as nan-whites in the U.S.A ..
5

Though often contraposed with equality, neither are discrimination and
inequality synonymous, nor does lack of discrimination guarantee equality.
~e

need then to ask what kind of equality, if

uny,

does discriminution

impair or set aside, and shall begin by asking in what does equality
consist.
A dictionary defines equality as "the same in number, size, value,
degree, rank, physical pitch, etc." (Sykes (ed.>, 1976, 350>.
social equality differs from sameness.

However,

To be equal one does not have to

be identical with another in most or all respects.
demonstrate the genetiC uniqueness of everyone else.
in any respect involves differences in others.

Identical twins
As sameness, equality

In what respects then may

we specify those kinds of equality that are the opposite of discrimination?
To tackle that

~ ... ~stion

I shall adapt Xax !Neber's (1<4'18,

vO.l..~,

85-6,

140, 225-0, val. 2, 656-'7) distinctions between formal and substantive
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rationality to discriminate similar modes of equality.

By formal equality

I understand a situation in walch social units of the same kind, whether
individuals, corporations or nation-states, have the same 10rmal status,
rights, and duties vis-A-Vis one another and otner units of any type ..
Thus formal equality is equality before the law, Le., de jure equality,
unlike substantive equality which consists in the actual or de facto
equality of specific units in other relevant respects.

Often while two

formally equal units are substantively unequal, two substantively equal
units are formally unequal, and have quite different rights and duties in
the same institutional system.

Differences between the de jure or formal,

and de facto or substantive, conditions of things, including their equality,
are critical for systematic studies of social discrimination.
Given the genetic uniqueness of everyone except identical twins, with
our differing life experiences and social endowments, individual differences
preclude identity and equality of talents, aptitudes, experience and
interests in most matters of public concern.

Thus we assume that

individual differences entail substantive inequalities in any human
population.

Accordingly, in seeking the antithesis of discrimination we

have to focus on formal equality, that is, on uniform application of the
same rules to all individuals (Weber, 1978, 1, 225).
In many modern systems of law that do not regard social categories as
jural persons, tormal
persons.

equa~ity

holds only between adults and other jural

However, only if it applies equally and impartially to all,

irrespective of differing sex, wealth, political opinion, race, language,
religion, occupation, ethnicity, nationality, colour or other conditions will
law establish their formal equality and exclude differential treatment or
discrimination between them.
Historically most developluents that have established individual
equality before the law irrespective of differing status, sex, race,
religion, language and other criteria have occurred in the last five hundred
years

,~uring

the political evolution of .-_odern nation-states.

The

maintenance, enforcement and development of egalitarian legal systems
presuppose appropriate political conditions and activities.

Sometimes this
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secular movement towards legal equality for citizens proceeded gradually
'and without violence.

However, in various countries and times, it has been

a central ground for revolt, revolution, civil war and violence.

When

established, effective enforcement of such egalitarian provisions requires
the vigilance of interested citizens as well as an independent legal
administration endowed with the necessary will and political resources.
The political preconditions of egalitarian legal institutions include
freedoms of thought, speech, assembly, association and movement for all
citizens as well as their rights to vote, to seek political office, to try to
influence public policies and to modify the law <U.N., 1979, 412-415),
Without effective guarantees of their free individual participation in the
government of their country, the formal equality of citizens at law is in
practice subject to the interests, opinions and personal preferences of
their political and administrative rulers.

Under such conditions citizens

may therefore enjoy equality vis-a-vis one another but lack legal protection
against the state and its representatives

(Dushnyc~i

1975a, 1975b).
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In his

his~ory

of citizenship in Britain, T. H. Marshall (1964)

discussed three related sets of conditions that together defined the status,
namely, the legal, or civil, as he called it, the political and th.e social.
Xarshall showed how under King James I (1603-1621), Chief Justice Edward
Coke established the independence of the British judiciary and Common Law
from the executive arm of government which then aspired to absolute
monarchy.

During the next two centuries the Common Law gradually shed

its feudal features and increased its protections for commoners, or at least
for those with sufficient means to use its provisions.

Following the

Puritan revolt of 1640-49 against Stuart absolutism and the "Glorious"
Revolution of 16l:jl:j, :Parliament passed a Bill of 11!1ghts in 1689 to
consolidate those civil gains.

That Bill later encouraged further demands

for political rights among the people that only ended with the Public
Representation Acts of 1918 and 1928 which first enfranchised all men and
then all women aged 21 or more.
Among the first steps to ensure that citizens could participate
effectively in the SOCial, political and economic life of the country were
Parliamentary Acts on Trade Unions (1871), Public Health (1875), Education
(1870), and the National Health Insurance Act of 1911.

Public programmes

to give citizens better education, health care, housing, and public insurance
against unemployment, illness, injury and retirement continued until the
Social Security Act of 1975 supplemented preceding provisions to enable
citizens to develop their talents and interests.

Such provisions have

allowed citizens to acquire the skills, knowledge and orientations th.ey need
in order to participate effectively in the country's political and economic
life.

Without such information, skills and supporting services, many

citizens

of modern societies like Britain are severely disadvantaged in the

market place of' ideas as well as in economic relations, and do not really
enjoy the same opportunities as the more fortunate when competing for
employment, office or their share of public benefits.

Indeed some may not

A.ten know how to protect their persons and property from injury and k<;<;,
or how to secure their legal rights or any compensation due them from
private parties or the state.
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As Tawney (1961, 106-7) said,
"Except in a sense which is purely formal, equality of opportunity is
not simply a matter of legal equality.

Its existence depends, not

merely on the absence of disabilities, but on the presence of abilities.
It obtains insofar as, and only insofar as, each member of a community,
whatever his birth, occupation, or social position, possesses in fact,
and not merely in form, equal chances of using to the full his natural
endowments of phYSique, of character, and of intelligence.
proportion as the capacities of

som~

In

are sterilised or stunted by their

social environment, while those of others are favoured or pampered by
it, equality of opportunity becomes a graceful, but attenuated figment.
It recedes from the world of reality to that of perorations."
Recognising this quite clearly as successive Reform Bills increased
their enfranchisement, the common people of Britain created such
organisations as friendly societies, trades unions and political parties to
meet their common needs and to remove the institutional deprivations from
which they and their forefathers had suffered for generations.

Finally,

when their party governed the country after Vorld Var II, that government
abandoned Britain's imperiul pretenSions and converted its traditional
police state into a model modern welfare state with full employment, free
public education, low-cost public housing and all the social facilities,
services and resources listed above.
As Talcott Parsons (1965, 1019) remarked, for those
"at the bottom of the social scale (as judged by the usual criteria of
success, prestige and so on) there is a vicious circle of cumulative
disadvantage the more marked the 'competitiveness' of the society."
To be trappped in such circles of cumulative disadvantage, as Xyrdal (1944,
1065-1070) showed, is to suffer severe discrimination by deprivation of
those resources

an~

~~ills

needed, despite formal equality to compete

effectively with others.
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Applying Marshall's analysis of the dimensions and necessary conditions
of full citizenship to the social situation of black Americans in 1965,
Parsons continued
IIDiscrimination may be abolished or minimised across a whole range of
opportunities, particularly in employment.

But an absence of

discrimination is 'empty', if remediable handicaps continue to prevail.
These handicaps may be randomly distributed among the categorial
grouping ...

But if they are linked to the status position of the

excluded group, they raise the essential problem of the implementation
of the rights of citizenship through the equalization of opportunity,
and the base from which that opportunity Gan be exploited.
"This is where the distinction between the two categories of resources
becomes essential.

The first category is mainly financial.

For an

individual to be able to take advantage of available opportunities, he
must have not only capacity but also the financial means to do so ...
The second concerns the underlying capacity of the units, especially
individuals and their families, to function effectively in the
environments in which they are placed.
this concerns above all

h~alth

At the level of the individual

and education ...

is being placed on educatlon as the most

~ecisive

Increasing attention
link between the

individual's underlying levels of capacity and his relation to the
opportunity structure."

(.i.l:Wi."

1018).

Given the structural conditions of American SOCiety, Parsons endorsed
public programs of positive discrimination in favour of blacks and other
historically disadvantaged American populations.
~hile

regarding formal equality as the antithesis to discrimination, I

have indicated its limits and shortcomings by comparison with the legal,
political, social and economic prerequisites of full citizenship as they
affect the empirical distribution of life chances, skills and opportunities
among the citizens of any

stat~.

On this argument, for citizens to .. "ljoy

substantively equal opportunities in social and economic matters within a
nation, they first need adequate and appropriate education, health, welfare
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.nd inJormation, as well as formal equality of political and legal status
.nd rights.
~awney

~qually

To enjoy genuine equality of opportunity.

uS

Parsons and

stressed, people who are formal equals in law and polity need to be
free from material and other handicaps due to disadvantageous

50cial circumstances.

On these criteria. anyone who by virtue of

membership in social categories based on gender, race, class or language.
etc., lacks either the legal and political rights of other citizens, or
substantively equal access to the information, skills and resources
necessary for effective participation and competition in the society and
economy. is the victim of discrimination, whether direct or indirect and
unintended.
Accordingly, following Marshall (1964), to iaentify discriminatory
practices and conditions wherever they occur, we have to examine the actual
distribution of the requisite conditions and formal rights tor full legal,
social and political citizenship in each society.

In feudal societies,

Caribbean slave colonies, and others that institutionally excluded equality
and common citizenship, to identify the forms and conditions of
discrimination we have to compare the rights, duties. life situations and
life chances of their primary social categories, noting the differences and
linkages between those differentiae.

To move beyond such restricted case

studies and compare the various kinds. degrees and conditions of
discrimination practised in past and present societies of similar or
differing base, complexity and structure, even when their cultures lacked
the concept, we need an appropriate analytic framework that applies to
societies of all kinds and levels of development, and enables us to identify
and compare their diverse criteria and forms of discrimination objectively.
To develop and apply such a iramework. we need first to distingUish clearly
between the de iacto conditions of daily life and the de jure provisions of
law and constitution, written or unwritten;

and then to examine the

conditions and factors that underlie their concordances and discrepancies
in differing societies at differing h1storical periods.
6

Since discrimination as a process denies certain rights, freedoms and
opportunities to some people for the benefit of others, and since rights,
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1nc}uding rights of access
institutionally valid and

~o

social and economic opportunities, are

s~nctioned

entitlements, both the discriminators

and those discriminated must participate in a common institutional order by
virtue of their incorporation in a single society or polity.

Indeed,

whether institutionalised by custom or by law, discrimination consists
essentially in the differential incorporation of collectivities within a
common society or polity, since differential incorporation always
institutionalises collective inequalities of status, duty and right.
Differential incorporation occurs whenever two or more collecti vi ties are
included in a common polity or society on significantly different
conditions, which may be laid down by law, as under apartheid in South
An'ica, colonialism in ASia, Africa and the New 'vIorld, or by religion as in
Ottoman Turkey (Karpat, 1985).

Conditions of differential incorporation

may also prevail de facto without legal sanction, as, for example, in the
Southern United States from 1875 until the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Glazer
and Ueda, 1980, 849-856),
The correspondence or divergence of the actual and the legal, that is,
the de facto and de jure conditions of social life, is central to the
comparative and historical study of societies, since they often diverge
widely.

Yihenever they do, as Yieber <1978, vol. 1, 51) urged, we have to

study the discrepancy and its history closely in relation to the prevailing
conditions unaer which members of differentiated collectivities actually
live and work.
To illustrate, following centuries of slavery in the Caribbean and the
U,S. Deep South, the differential incorporation at' Negroes perSisted long
after the abolition of slavery had altered its base and abrogated its
harshest features.

Since

~egroes

in both regions of the U.B.A. suffered

discrimination under and alter slavery, we need to compare their differing
histories, particulars and structural contexts.

Clearly, slavery was an

extreme form of differential incorporation sanctioned by law (Patterson,
1982>.

In the U.S.

~~~p

South, following the era of Reconstruction, the

Supreme Court approved. segregation, but not the denial of justice .....
political rights to Negroes.

d.

In the Caribbean colonies, by contrast,

following emanCipation, the ex-slaves and their descendants were
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They were

differentially incorporated by a restrictive property franchise.

also deprived of justice through courts in which their masters and former
awnars served as magistrates.

Such

maladminlbtr~tion

01

justice

ultimately provoked the 'Morant Bay Rebellion' at 1865 in Jamaica which
brought the old colonial system of 'representative' government to an end,
and placed Jamaica under direct rule from London.

As this brief

comparison shows, we can readily identify the differing conditions of
differential incorporation in the Caribbean and the Deep South under and
after slavery for further study of their historical contexts.
Analytically their differing corporate organisations set the boundaries
between societies.

When two or more populations are contiguous and share

an identical framework of corporate organisation they form a single
society, unless subsumed by some broader framework that incorporates them
both.

Two populations that differ in their corporate organisations

constitute or belong to different societies.

Thus the boundaries of

societies coincicie with the maximum extents of the distinctive frameworks
of corporate organisation by which they incorporate and organise their
members.

The corporate organisation of a society is the structure by

which it recruits and articulates its members and assigns and sanctions
their statuses, rights and obligations.

The modes, bases and forms of

incorporation by which societies recruit and organise their members
together determine their corporate organisations or macro-structure.

Of

these aspects, the mode of incorporation is the most inclusive and
fundamental.

There are only three distinct modes of incorporation, the

differential, the universalistic and the segmental or equlvalent, but they
may be combined in various ways (Smith, 1969).
The territorial and historic limits of a distinctive form of corporate
organisation generally coinciae with the range of a common system of social
institutions that regulate such social interests and activities as
communication, language, kinship, marriage, family, religion, economy,
socialisation or social control.

This is so because the validity and

regulat:ive efficacy of a corporate

organ~j:;:.tion,

and de facto, indicates its institutional status;

whether de facto or de jure
and since directly or
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.inairectly it involves all other kinds of institutional action, the corporate
organisation articulates with the rest of the institutional system.
In a polity or society which has a distinctive framework of political
institutions that embraces populations of two or

mor~

societies, such as

South Africa, its basic components or differing peoples, such as the Xhosa,
Zulu, Tswana, Pondo, or Venda, belong to distinct societies with differing
institutions, languages and cultures;

but all are also subject, like the

Cape Coloured ana the East Indian population in South Africa (Ginwala,
1977), to the state, being differentially incorporated thereby, though in
dHfering ways, in South Afrlca's plural SOCiety.

The dominant whites are

themselves divided by culture, ethnicity, language and history into two main
blocs, Afrikaners or Boers and those of English stock, but include other
culturally distinct groups such as Jews, and Portuguese from Angola and
Mozambique.

Despite their internal differences, South African whites

govern the other racial stocks and cultural groups jointly under the
political institutions of apartheid which employ all three primary modes of
incorporation, the differential, segmental and universalistic, to entrench
white dominance, despite their relatively small population.

The South

African polity accordingly incorporates a plural society, that is, an
ensemble of culturally and institutionally distinct populations identified
primarily witn their natal socleties despite common membership in the South
African state on differing conditions (van den Berghe, 1967).
As that example shows, a superordinate political framework may
incorporate people of differing societies in a common polity which
regulates them all as a plural SOCiety.

Sometimes, as in Switzerland, the

polity and its institutions are consensual.

More often they are not, but

were established and maintained essentially by force, as in all historical
empires, in South Africa, and similar states.

Thus, besides those

homogeneous societies whose coincident institutional and corporate
organisations delimit their boundaries and preserve their cultural
integrity, superordinate political and juridical institutions may also
incorporate two or II..Jre culturally distinct populatiul,s to constitute a new
plural SOCiety.

Vhether coercive or consensual, such plural societies owe

their form and unity to the superordinate political framework that
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articulates and regulates their components (Smith, 1965, 75-92;
164).

1974, 133-

Such superordinate political institutions are qUite simply the pre-

eminent, over-arching frameworks of corporate organisation that articulate
and regulate all they enclose.
The opposite of a state of differential incorporation de facto and/or
de jyre, is de facto universalistic incorporation.

By that mode SOCiety

incorporates individuals directly and immediately as members under uniform
conditions that assign the same political and legal rights, privileges and
obligations to each.

In literate societies the conditions of universalistic

incorporation are generally enshrined in constitutional law and documents;
but many preliterate societies incorporate their populations on
universalistic terms without such mechanisms.

In either context the

decisive question is whether the juridical norms of universal incorporation
have de facto validity in ordinary social life.

The constitutions of many

contemporary states proclaim the universalistic incorporation of their
citizens as equals entitled to all the fundamental freedoms and civil rights
in the U.N.'s 1948 Declaration of Human Rights (UN, 1979,412-415), but
differ radically in their actual regimes (Smith, 1986).

For example, in

the U.S.A , since 1869 the Fifteenth Amendmentnas guaranteed all citizens,
whatever their former condition, rights to vote and equality at law;
1900 few if any Southern Negroes enjoyed either;

but by

and even today, a recent

study of the relation of race to capital punishment in over 2,000 homicide
cases in the southern state of Georgia shows that
"defendants who killed whites were nearly eleven times more likely to
receive the death penalty than those who killed blacks.

Blacks who

killed whites were sentenced to death nearly three times more often
than whites who killed whites" (Amnesty Int.ernational, June 1987, p.l).
In short, to determine whether, how and in what particular spheres of
activity the universalistic prescriptions of constitutional law do hold,
careful and detailed empirical studies are always essential.
The consociational or segmental mode incorporates collectivities as
segments of equivalent status to form a consociation or common SOCiety.
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'The pattern is illustrated by such centralised states as the Federal German
Republic, the U.S.A., the Swiss Confederation, or the Ashanti Union of the
18th and 19th centuries on one hand, and by such acephalous segmentary
societies as the Nuer, Gusii, Tallensi or Tiv on the other.

Under the mode

of segmental or equivalent incorporation, the basic components of the
inclusive society are the collectivities that constitute it and retain
equivalent autonomy and status.

In such confederations as Switzerland or

the League of the IroquoiS, any of these segments could disassociate itself
without loss of status from those collective decisions it disapproved.
Federations differ in assigning authority to some central agency to
regulate certain matters on behalf of all by approved procedures.
Under the mode of segmental incqrporation, eacn

conso~idtion

incorporates individuals indire,:tly as members of one or other of its
primary segments which are generally, though not always, formally similar.
Provided they do not violate the conditions of their eqUivalent
incorporation as basic components of the common society, those segments
may incorporate their members universalistically, as Swiss cantons
incorporate their adult males, or differentially, as some do to Swiss women
and all to their gastarbeiter <guest workers) <Power & Hardman, 1978».
However, while differential incorporation never OcCUrS without correlative
differences of institutional culture between the collectivities it
articulates (Smith, 1969, 436-444), segments incorporated as eqUivalent
members of a consociation mayor may not share the same culture, language,
ethnicity, personal law, religion or racial attributes.

Unlike Tiv Or

Ashanti which were homogeneous in those and other respects, Swiss of
differing cantons may differ in language, ethnicity and religion with no
effect on the eqUivalence of their cantons.
Since de 1actq universalistic incorporation excludes political and
juridical inequalities between "the collectivities it includes, it is equally
compatible with homogeneity or heterogeneity of ethnic, raCial, linguistiC,
cultural, religious and other characteristics of popUlations.

In the

contemporary J .S.A.,
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"\lhite Americans of the san.€: sex enjoy the same formal rights at law I
in the state, and in all

ac~ivities

and structures directly related to

it, such as public educatlon, the armed forces, the market, transport,
communications, etc....

In these Circumstances, differing ethnic

cultures do not entail any difference of formal status in the public
domain of political, legal, economic and ancillary activities between
ethnic units" (Smith, 19b6, 195).
The cultural pluralism of American whites is compatible with their
universalistic incorporation as individuals who hold the same political and
juridical status and rights.

Under current programs of affirmative action,

members of white ethnic groups that were historically disadvantaged have
acquired sufficient resources and skills to compete successfully in the
wider society.

By contrast, in Denmark and Portugal the populations

incorporated universalistically are ethnically and culturally homogeneous.
Thus the universalistic mode can incorporate culturally and ethnically
diverse populations as well as those that are homogeneous.

As Tawney,

Marshall and Parsons have shown, collective disadvantage or discrimination
in economic and social life is qUite compatible with formal equality at law
and in the polity.
The three mod.es of incorporation just d.escribed are frequently combined
in various ways to distinguish and align collectivities of similar or
differing base, such as sex, race, culture, language, history, religion,
ethnicity, and the like.

Some~imes

such collectivities differ in two or

more respects as well as population size and structure.

Often they differ

also in their class structures or stratification, in their relative wealth
and power, and sometimes in th8ir ideological orientations as well.
shown above, the structure

01

As

tne South African state is based on all three

modes of incorporation, de jure and de facto (van den Berghe, 1967).

In

similar style, Kalaysia under and since colonial rule iucar-porated
indigenous Malays under their traditional emirs segmentally, and the
immigrant British, Indian and Chinese populations as exclusive racial blocs
differentially, while deuying the Semang, Sekai, and other forest dwell:"ug
peoples effective participation.

On independence power passed to the

Malays, who, as bumiputras or sons of the 6oil, effectively monopolise the

government by laws and arrangements that allow those Chinese who chose to
remain in Malaysia after the ::5ecession of Singapore in 1965 to dominate the
national economy with periodi.:: concessions to Malays (Milne, 196'7;
1976).

Leng,

Comparable mixtures of segmental and differential incorporation

also occur de facto in Guyana, Colombia, Bolivia, Indonesia (Budiardjo, 1976)
and many other polyethnic societies, and de jure as well as de facto, in
Fiji (Vasil, 1975) and Sri Lanka (de Bilva,

1~'{6;

Scbwarz, 19'19) under and

since colonialism.
While de facto conditions of universalistic incorporation preclude
collective discriminations at law and in the polity, as we have seen, they
do not exclude those concentrations of social and economic disadvantage and
deprivation that illustrate it.
~

prescribes discriminationj

By contrast, differential incorporation

~

and, as an institutional pattern, even when

lacking juridical sanction, it deprives collectivities of equal juridical and
political rights, as well as equal social and economic status and
opportunities.

In consociational systems institutionalised discriminations

mayor may not occur within their primary segments.
Perhaps the most important recent advance in the sociological study of
discrimination has been the recognition that de facto social and economic
discriminations are qUite compatible with de jure and ae facto political and
legal equality.

As differential incorporation de jure and/or de facto

institutionalises collective aiscrimination, in such situations we have to
seek the specific conditions, circumstances and kinds of discrimination
involved, their history, sanctions and other supporting structures,
including ideology, and their efffects.

More problematiC are those

societies committed by law to universalistic or segmental incorporation
since neither alternative excludes

d1scrimina~ion

in practice.

However,

while differential incorporation in the primary segments of a consociation
is compatible with their eqUl.valence, its occurrence as an empirical
condition under universalistic incorporation clearly invalidates the claims
of that regime.

While de facto differential incorporation, whether legally

... anctioned or not. positively witholOos

varbu~

legal and political rights

from certain categories of citizen and restricts their economic and social
opportunities, universalistic incorporation may proviae Qe facto equality in
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law. and the polity, but cannot guarantee de facto equal social and economic
opportunity to everyone in socialist or capitalist societies without
additional provisions specifically designed to ensure that.
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Since discrimination involves an infringement of political rights and
loss of social and economic opportunities, it presupposes

~he

participation

of discriminators and discriminated in a common society or polity that has
institutionalised those rights and opportunities.

Accordingly, however

unequal and exploitive, inter-societal relations do not constitute
discrimination in the normal sense.

Thus, to identify discrimination, we

must first ask whether the discriminators and discriminated participate in
a common society, even one as prescriptively unequal as South Africa.
Together or separately, the three modes of incorporation just described
normally exclude such uncertainties about membership by incorporating
populations clearly in a society or state.
circumstances ambiguities prevailj

However in certain

and since those involved must belong to

the same society for discrimination to be possible, we need briefly to
consider such problematic cases.
There are firstly those people who hold dual nationality as citizens of
two states, though normally resident and working in one.

Such situations

generally reflect historical relations between the states or societies
involved, as well as the migrant status or orientation of such individuals.
Since, when permitted, dual nationality is not hereditary. the anomaly
ceases with those who hold it.

Until then problematic situations may

arise, such as that of certain colonials under the British Nationality Act
of 1948 which established a common citizenship for the United Kingdom and
its colonies and affirmed the rights of Britain's colonial peoples to
immigrate and settle in Britain (Ghai and Ghai, 1971 i Harrison, 1976 j
Tandon and Raphael. 1978).

Those rights have since been systematically

reduced or negated by subsequent Immigration Acts that exclude large
numbers of Asians trom East Africa, India and Pakistan who were formerly
entitled to enter Britain and become British citizens (Sondhi, 1983).

The

juridical position of those Biharis who fled from Orissa in India in 1972
to Bangladesh is essentially the same. though materially more depressing
Chitaker e:Lal., 1972),

Such ca.., ..alties of changed national policy Will

not live for ever, and their deaths will terminate the anomaly.

Till then

the question remains whether or not, given that it can only occur within a
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That colonial peoples

state or society) such people suffer discrimination.

have suffered in consequence ot changing nationdl policiei and definitions
of citizenship and rights to enter and live in

~ritain

is.not in question;

that they were entitled to expect such freedom of entry and residence under
the British Nationality Act of 1948 is undeniable.

However, despite the

manifest injustice they have suffered by changes of British laws of
nationality and immigration, it seems that at law they may have no valid
claim, since the British constitution holds that the Crown cannot bind
itself (Dicey, 1919) . . In this case that means that successive governments
of the United Kingdom may freely change the laws that regulate immigration
and citizenship there without compromising the British Crown.
A different set of anomalies is presented by Homa or Gypsies (Puxon,
1980) and pastoral Fulani in the Vest African Sahil (Stenning, 1959), both
being nomadic and preferring to remain aloof from sedentary peoples among
whom they live.

Like Roma, Fulani are widely dispersed across several

Vest African states from Senegambia to and beyond Cameroon and Chad, and
like Roma l Fulani resolutely cling to their traaitional ways of life, and
particularly to their taboos
from menacing situations.

~nJ

mobility, the ultimate means of escape

Fortified by their distinctive ideas of

pollution and purity, and the practices that keep them pure, Gypsies regard
themselves as members of a dis tinctive widely-aispersed society that
differs sharply from those around them.

So do pastoral Fulani, whose

devotion to pulaaku, the Fulani way (Stenning, 1966), keeps them physically
and socially distant from the sedentary peoples with whom they maintain
symbiotic relations.

However, unlike Roma, pastoral Fulani have ethnic

ties to scattered communities of Muslim Fulani who generally dwell in or
near the large Sudanese town::..

Like their pastoral cousins, these Muslim

Fulani. even when living at close quarters with other people, maintain sharp
social and cultural boundaries as devout Kuslims and as Fulani.
During the 19th century from the Gambia through to Adamawa and Bornu
the agricultural populations af the Vest and Central Sudan were overrun by
a series of Islamic jihads launched by leading }tusL.... l'ulani and manned by
their pagan COUSins, the pastoral nomads.

Kade in the name of Islam, such

conquests demonstrated the solidarity of both settled and nomadic Fulani,
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and their common hostility to the societies in which they had lived,
despite their own important lellgious and cultural differences (Trimingham,
1962).

Clearly, botn the nomadiC and settled 1,'ulani, though living among

sedentary peoples, dia not see themselves as members of those societies,
although obliged, often against their will, to render tax. tribute and
various services to chiefs whose territorial jurisdictions applied
throughout their chiefdoms.
Romani experience in Vestern Europe. though historically unlike that of
the Fulani, shows that the governments of those nation states in which they
lived did not regard Gypsies as citizens.
"Some countries, among them England, Spain and France, having tried
banishment and genOCide, eventually found it more profitable to
transport Roma to their colonies in North and South America, finally to
Australia.

Germany, unable to exploit them, ... reverted to genocide ...

To date some 400,000 deaths in that decade of recent madness have been
documented by the author and others" (Puxon, 1973, 5).1
Despite its greater magnitude, the Nazi persecution and destruction of
European Jews, like the histories of Europe's Gypsies and the pastoral and
sedentary Fulani in Vest Africa, illustrate the ambigUity that often
surrounds the societal status of communities that belong to an ethnic
diaspora.

On the basis of their military record in Vorld Var I <Friedrich

1986, 110), until the Nazi propaganda machine, backed by terror, had

silenced oppOSition, most Germans regarded Jews as full and. loyal members
of German society, despite their differing religion and ethnicity and
prominence in economic affalrs.
Change.

Vhereas in 1914

By 1933 that general view had begun to

G8~mans

and German Jews shared common

nationality, citizenship and commitments to the German state, by 1939 large
numbers of Germans regarded Jews with acute suspicion and hostility.

Even

though Jews then regarded themselves as members of German society,
sufficiently large numbers of Germans had adopted Nazi views and ceased to
regard them so to facilitate the

Na~i

manhunt and send the Jewish

population to the work camps and gas chambers.

Thereafter the way was
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~pen

for Hitler to launch

~ne

holocaust to exterminate European Jews and

Gypsies together.
For lack of other categories we have to treat the Nazi persecution of
Jews in Europe as an example of discrimination, which is clearly a
ludicrous understatement of the injuries suffered (Kuper, 1981).

Though at

less risk of such horrific and inhuman treatment, given their dual
affiliations to their diasporas and to the societies in which they live,
local segments of widespread diasporas are often regarded as strangers or
enemies by their hosts and are subject to pogroms and other abuses.

That

has been the experience of Indians and Pakistanis in Uganda, Kenya,
Tanzania and Zambia between 1969 and 1972 (Ghai and Ghai, 1971;
1976j . Naudin, 19'76 i

in 1953 and 1966;
(Bass, 1976;

Tandon und Raphael,

j

of Ibo in Northern Nigeria

of Chinese in Malaysia, Inaonesia and the Philippines

Budiardjo, 1976;

Cappel e:L.al., 1982), of Indians in Guyana,

Malaysia, Fiji and Suriname (Cross, 1980;
the U.S.A

197~)

Harrison,

Vasil, 1975);

during World War II. <Daniels, 1977)

and of Japanese in

Of such diasporas, to date

perhaps the Lebanese and Syrians have had least trouble.
Almost equally exposed to suspicion, classification and harsh treatment
as enemies of society are local adherents of Marxism or Communism, as
their history in Germany, Italy, Spain, IndoneSia, Chile and elsewhere
illustrates.

Given the international orientations of Marxist doctrine and

its impatience with those bonds of nationality, ethnicity, or race that most
people hold more dear than occupation or clas::. identity, M.arxists have
often been viewed with fear as people whose loyalties lie beyond their
society to other nations such as the U.S.S.R., and who, if tolerated, must be
rendered harmless.
Another situation in which the societal identity of many inaividuals
appears ambiguous occurs when acephalous communities that share many
linguistic and cultural features are so intermingled spatially as effects of
such historical processes as war or famine, that it is not possible to
demo!"cate tnt.: "territorial limits of the societies they belong to.
Conditions of this kind have been reported among the Lobi peoples of
Burkina Faso, formerly Haute Volta, and neighbouring Ghana (Goody 1954,
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1~l57) i

among tne Nuba of Koreoian (Nadel, 1952);

and from various

of aboriginal Australia <Elkin, 1954), Northwestern Brazil <Price, 11
parts of highland Melanesia, and elsewhere.

In some of these con

various interspersed populations, despite linguistic and cultural
similarities, remain acutely aware of their distinctive traits ani
separate identities, even when participating effectively in a
society.

CO]

Such situations occur in Highland Burma (Leach, :954

Bwamba of the Ituri forest of

~aire

(V inter, 1956), and in the Xingu

of northwestern Brazil, where remnants of traditionally hostile, acephalous
tribes crowded together by pressure from the Luso-Brazilians in small
forest Villages have

intermarr~ed

extensively despite persisting differences
In these cases, despite their acephaly,

of language, culture and ethnicity.

such heterogeneous aggregates live together as a single society, share
common institutions that regulate their marriage, kinship, family and
descent, and support a common, distinctive corporate organisation.
Finally, there are such plural societies as South Africa, whose rulers
identify exclusively with them. while the primary attachments of their
subjects are to such societies as the Zulu or Xhosa, the Cape Coloured
community, or the Indians (Ginwala, 19'7'7). each having its distinctive
culture and social organisation.

In such centralised pluralities as South

Africa, citizens who identify exclusively with the 'nation

sta~e'

or

political society have conceptions and criteria of social membership or
nationality that supersede their ethnic and other identities.
Together these differing kinds of situation account for the
overwhelming majority of cases in which societctl status may be uncertain or
disputed.

Though recent immigrants to new countries may feel that their

situation is similar, since tney live under the jurisdiction of the country
to which they have moved ana not that from which they came, such selfclassifications lack validity at law.

Vith such doubtful exceptions as

dual nationality, local segments of ethnic or ideological diasporas, such
compacted polyethnic and mUlt11ingual populations as the Lobi, Bwamba or
Kachin, and, in plural SOCieties, the dual affiliations of many to

t~eir

natal communities and to the state, the boundaries and conditions of
societal membership are generally so clearly defined and sanctioned that we
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c~n usually take them :for gra.Ined. in studying empirical structures of

"
discrimination.

8.
Having reviewed and discussed various conceptions of discrimination
and its antithesis, equality, we can now proceed to seek out those factors
or conditions that are found whenever discrimination occurs.

To that end

it is helpful first to list those conditions without which a population
cannot enjoy de facto equality, since such equality excludes discrimination.
Basically biological differences of sex, age or physical. and mental
capacity often distinguish social categories endowed de facto with
dHfering rights.

Most cultures institutionalise such differences in

social relations.

Thus, neith8r are children expected to per:torm adult

roles in social, economic ana political affairs, nor Vice versa.

The

diverse ways in which societies distribute authority, resources and
responsibilities between men and women to correspond with their ideas of
inherent sexual differences nicely illustrate the general problem of
equalising the status, rights and opportunities of individuals who are
believed to differ inherently in their needs and capacities. and who are
therefore not regarded as truly equal (Wallman. 1976;
(eds.) 1974;

Reiter (ed.) 1975;

Rosaldo and Lamphere

Weitz, 1977).

Differences in the intrinsic capabilities of men and women can only be
determined objectively by appropriate scientific tests and observations
under controlled conditions.
correct.

Folklore on

tha~

topic cannot pOSSibly be

Hence many differentiae between men and women that we regard as

self-evident and objective are neither.
Individuals of identical sex and age also differ in their natural
endowments.

While some of these differences are readily observable and

appreciated, others may lack objective bases, and yet other differences may
e"'''''ape recognition.

In short. our personal'''' '" _s about individuals of the

same or differing sex, like our ideas about the distinctive attributes of
social categories, though undoubtedly important in social life, are rarely
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~bjective

or accurate.

There is no sound basis:, in fact for cultural models

that differentiate individuals and social categories in terms of aptitudes,
abilities, temperaments, predispositions or inte::-ests.

To distinguish

discrimination from other kinds of social differentiation, we should
therefore regard such popular ideas as ideological and not objective truth,
and look rather at the effects of social practice on the empirical
distributions of social advantages and disadvantages between collectivities
than to those differences of aptitude, interest or orientation assumed and
invoked to legitimate them.
Clearly, if a culture stereotypes women as lnherently submissive, timid,
maternal and/or self-effacing, it is likely to a3sign them only those roles
that require such attributes, with the result that when compared with men,
women will inevitably display those qualities in greater measure.
Likewise, if, as in the U.S.A

until recently, dU8 to discrimination few

black Americans were trained in medicine or engineering. the shortage of
black physicians and engineers illustrates the effects of that
discrimination rather than blaCK inaptitude or indifference to such
training.

If the ratios of qualified blacks in certain skilled occupations

are lower than those of whites .as effects of discriminatory education and
social practices, then formally equal employment opportunities in those
occupations will only perpetuate those racial ratios, until the relative
numbers of blacks and whites qualified to compete for such training alter
significantly as effects of changes at lower levels of the educational
system.

Thus, if formal equality of opportunities in economic, social and

educational spheres is a sound measure of equality, wherever it yields
distribution of appointments, budgetary allocations and other resources that
differ significantly in their proportions for certain social categories, we
have good reason to ask whether they do not demonstrate de facto
discrimination.
However, many people define discrimination as the differential
distributions of civil and political rights and duties between groups and
categories in a (.;ommon society.

By civil rights; besides ."- ':'edom from

fear, torture, terror, physical abuse, arbitrary detention, arrest or exilej
from invasions of privacy and restrictions on peaceful expreSSion,
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~inovement,

association and the like;

and beside,:; freedom of worship, speech,

life, liberty, and occupation, they generally mean equality at law and as
electors or candidates for office in the polity, and the right to
participate in the state's civil or military administration, police and
judiciary, etc., in education, training. the professions, public media, and in
all sectors of the economy (Fawcett, 1979;
1987).

UN, 1979, 412-415;

Thornberry,

Yet even when such freedoms and rights are guaranteed equally to

all, to see whether or not discrimination occurs, we have to ask whether all
To reduce or eliminate the
.
economic effects of historic discrimination, as we have seen, some modern
citizens enjoy de facto substantive equality.

states provide their citizens with free or low-cost housing, education,
occupational training, health care, employment services and other supportive
programs.

Such provisions of public aid and welfare may also be designed

to equalise the distribution of valued skills within the population and
should always be equally available to all who need them.

By such criteria, the essential conditions that define equality are:
(1) Emphasis on individuals as reference units of identical status, however
they are socially classified or grouped;

(2) The decisive test of equality

is equivalence in the rights, duties, opportunities and status of citizens,
despite differences of sex, wealth, race, religion, language, class, politics
or culture;

(3) Availability of citizenship to all natives and immigrants

naturalised by long residence.
With these criteria we can study the legal and social systems of
different states to identify their discriminatory omissions or provisions,
de jure as well as de facto.

When the law prescribes discrimination, as in

South Africa, Fiji and Malaysia, the situation differs clearly from that in
which discrimination prevails de facto without the sanction. of law.

In

either case the decisive data are those that show whether all members of a
society routinely enjoy the same rights, duties and treatmerrt in law, the
polity, the economy, education, and society generally.

When the law

prescribes discrimination, we h?"-:- to ask whether it is enforced, to what
degree and how.

When the state law proscribes discrimination, we

h~ve

to

determine whether, how and to what degree it is observed.
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This summary suggests tnat discrimination has the following
characteristics and conditions:

(1)

Discriminators and discriminated

always belong to the same society or polity.

(2)

The discriminators ana

discriminated form two discrete collectivities which are presumed to be
perpetual, clearly bounded and exclude joint membership.

Vhether they

form a numerical majority or minority, the discriminators typically have
some kind of coordinating organisation. while the discriminated generally
do not, and an! therefore uULll>le to mobilise their members and rC!sources to
alter their situation

(3) The processes, conai tions and effects of

discrimination are objective, empirical and observable, whether or not those
directly involved regard them as discriminatory, and whether or not they
are intended.

Moreover the effects of discrimination incrementally

increase the handicaps of those discriminated vis-A-vis the discriminators.
(4) The details, processes and forms of collective discrimination are
institutionalised and culturally sanctioned as appropriate accommodations
between collectivities in a common society CPalley, 19'78).

(5) In its

details, discrimination differs culturally and structurally with the set of
institutionalised rights and duties and with
social skills to which it refers.

(6)

~he

opportunity structure and

Vherever it occurs, the actual or

de facto practices, forms and effects of discrimination exceed those
prescrlb~d

by

law.

('I)

'w'hi1~

discriminatioll ::.ometime!:; occurs without any

explicit ideology, as a consequence of the routine operation of a social
system, its forms and conditions, when institutionalised, facilitate
legitimating beliefs, attitudes and stereotypes.

In all cases it is

necessary to seek evidence of such ideologies or their effective
substitutes, since discrimination may occur without such rationale.

(8)

The most critical prerequisite of discriminatory practices is the superior
political

posi~ion

and power of those who discriminate, and the inferior

position and power of those who suffer discrimination.
Vhile the first five conditions in this list identify the formal
reqUisites of social discrimination, the sixth invites empirical study, and
the seventh identifies ideol\Jgy and conscious

:'~~tent

as variable elements.

The last condition isolates the discriminators' superior power as the
decisive precondition of discrimination.

Thus while items 1 to 5 in the

preceding list specify requisite conditions and? adds a variable factor,
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th~

eighth item cites the declsive precondition, or as Aristotle called it,

the efficient calis,:. and the
span of de jure as against

sixth

~

generalises about the relative scope and

fG\cto discriminatory practices.

Normally to ensure that members of a discriminated category do not
escape identification, they are distinguished by special dress, badges,
hairstyles, or obligatory behaviours, are excluded from prestigious
occupations, and segregated in ghettoes or special living quarters that have
inferior public provisions for h8alth, transport, education, housing and,
communications.

Even when some members of a Qisadvantaged category are

treated differently, their privileged treatment merely underlines the
discrimination suffered by their fellows.

We shall now assess the validity of this tentative list of conditions
by reviewing briefly the various forms of discrimination practised against
iiffering social categories.
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9.

Discriminatory practices are sometimes regarded as appropriate
accommodations to innate differences between people of differing sex, race,
age, descent and culture.

~hen

discriminators and discriminated both
In the

share such beliefs, the social order is ideologically most secure.

limiting case, even those who suffer severely from such practices may
defend them as necessary and beneficial in many ways.

To achieve such

willing compliance to the order is a prime objective of dominant groups,
and there are many reports of such
1974;

Ardener, 1975;

(Maquet, 1961;

acquiescenc~

Ortner,

Godelier, 1986), some of which have been challenged

(d'Hertefelt, 1960a, 1960bj

Matthieu, 1978j

MacCormack, 1980j

Strathern,

1980),
The biological differentiae that humans have most widely regarded as
evidence of differing natural endowments which require corresponding social
distinctions are those of sex and racej

and at least in Western societies

during the last four centuries (Banton, 1977, 1983bj
Smith, in press), there have

be.~n

many

elaborat~

the nature and extent of suen differences
and sex.

Jordanova, 1980j

attempts to demonstrate

betw~~n

peoples of differing race

In prescientific and preliterate cultures assumptions of innate

sexual difference have generally prevailed without such elaborate ideology.
It is clearly easier to interpret such gross physical differentiae as those
of sex and race as evidence of innate difference and inequality than to
corlstrue such differences as language, culture, mode of subSistence, religion
and social organisation thus, although the functional eqUivalents of such
interpretations dominated Western anthropology from 1850 until
II.

~orld

~ar

Accordingly in the following sections, bel are considering

discrimination against categories of other kinds, I shall lirst discuss
discrimination against categories of differing sex, race and age, since
patterns of discrimination on those grounds are often attributed to
biological differences and regarded as 'natural' and appropriate.
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Nonetneless, despite sucn beliefs, cultures never distinguish categories
of people accurately on purely biological grounds.
a straightforward test.

Sex differences provide

It may seem obvious that men and women differ in

their sex, that is, in their genitalia and secondary sexual attributes.
Certainly the great majority of either category satisfy these criteria;

but

many who do not are routinely classified as male or female, men or women,
in various cultures (Hill, 1935;
Voorhies, 1975;

Devereux, 1937;

\vhitehead, 1981;

Martin &

Edgerton, 1964;

Blackwood, J.984).

All individuals who

diverge biologically from the cultural models of both sexes are assigned at
birth to one or the other on the basis of their genitalia.

IJhen such

indices later prove misleading, those misplaced sexual identities give rise
to difficult social and personal adjustments.
Westerners regard as

'primi~ive'

Several cultures which

have recognised tbis and have

institutionalised various roles to accommodate such biological sports
positively.

Besides those who are unambiguously male or female in

physique and sexuality, there are always small numbers of intersexuals,
freemartins or hermaphrodites and cross-genders, as well as homosexual
males and females who demonstrate the arbitrary and inadequate nature of
the physical criteria and dichotomous stereotypes by which most cultures
define and oppose male and female as mutually exclusive.

Such objective

divergences of biological characteristics and sexual proclivities from
cuI tural models of sexual Clifference occur in all human populations and
demonstrate that our ideas of sexual differences are cultural constructs
based on inadequate and oversimple biology.

To avoid such confusion and

indicate the cultural origin and character of those gender concepts we
habitually perceive as sex, scholars now distinguish sex from gender
<oakley, 19'72, 1981,41-62;

.M:acCormack and Strathern (eds.), 1980).

If

in

this most transparently bipolar of all "biological" classifications,
experience shows that the categorical differences we institutionalise are
cultural in origin and

ess~nce,

and neither 'natural' nor objective, that is

even more clearly so as regards race, age, and other differences.
Accordingly, to the preceding list of universal conditions of discrimination
we must add the fact that in all instances the criteria that distinguish
and identify the

discri~;~ated

and discriminators are

cultural~v

constructed like the resulting categories, and have no independent objective
existence in nature.
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10.

Easily the oldest and

larg~st

discriminated category is that of women.

It is at once the most universal and perhaps the most severely deprived.
Whether belonging to discriminatory or discriminated collectivities, women
are always and everywhere disadvantaged vis-a-vis their menfolk, both
husbands and kin.

(For data on gender relations in various parts of the

world, see Paulme (ed.>, 1963;
1982j

Harris (ed.>, 1983;

Atkinson e.:Lll., 1972;
Wilke,

Amelunxen, 1975;

Dearden, 1976;

Beck & Keddie (eds.> , 1978;

Brownlee

&

Brownlee, 19'/6;

El Saadawi,

Jahan, 1976, 1982;

Croll, 1981;

'Nolie

&

197~).J

Despite important differen,:es between societies in their conceptions
and treatment of women, it is Qoubtful whether at any time any human
society has ever given men and women the same or equal institutional
rights, freedoms, responsibilities and resources (Safilios-Rothschild, 1976;
Stasz, 1976).

In almost all societies the sexual division of labour

assigns women the greater share of dull routine aaily chores and the lesser
share of material and social rewards (Murdock, 1937j
1973j

Brown, 1970).

Murdock & Provost,

In most preindustrial societies, throughout their

reproductive careers, it not their lives, women are legal mlnors and remain
as wards of some man or group of men, their fathers, mother's brothers,
elder brothers or husbands.

By contrast, free adult men are rarely wards

of women, although in certain societies they may be their clients (M. F.
Smith, 1954).

As jural minors, women lack the property rights and

economic resources of their kinsmen and husbands, and play little part in
politics, administration, war, 'Adjudication, or the public rl tes ot their
society.

Though women dominate traditional markets in West Africa and

Central America, in most regions men control or monopolise
functions.

mark~t

Such major world religions as Hinauism, Contucianism, Buddhism,

Islam and Christianity, all sanction women's subordination and assign men
leading religious and social roles.

Irrespective of descent rules and the

central role of women in family life, men invariably exercise executive
:oles as heads of families, lineages or
positions of public responsibility.

ot}~r

Though providing large fractions of

the labour force on tribal and peasant farms

(

)

kinship groups, together with
(~oserup,

1970), women lack
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the same rights to land as men, and even in those cultures that compensate
women on marriage for the loss ot their

inherlt~nce,

the dowry

gener~lly

passes to the husband to control and administer as he thlnks :fit (Goody,
1973 ).
As regards property rights, women traditionally lacked legal authority
to control such valuable property as the law allowed them.

In Britain

that disability persisted until the late nineteenth century when special
legislation was passed to confer such rights on married women.

In Islam,

although the law allocates women half their brother's shares in in their
parents' estates, it is generally observed only tor money and chattels.
Land, cattle, slaves and other capital are normally reserved by men for
their control (Levy, 1957).

In much the same way, in industrlal capitalist

societies, despite representative government, extensions of the franchise
and provisions of public education, women have remained without the vote
and without full rights of citizenship longer than men, have benefitted less
and later than men from public education, have had less access to advanced
training, the liberal professions, more prestigious

occupa~ions

and better

paid jobs, and have universally received lower wages for the same or equal
work.

In Vestern societies until recently, women have had little chance of

pursuing independent protessional careers, except as teachers, nurses,
social workers, caterers, musical performers, actresses or journalists.
Even after they got the vote ana equal rights with men at law, it was many
years before industrial societies, capitalist or

Ma~ist,

admitted women to

senior executive posts in political parties, government, universities,
commerce and industry or the 'liberal professions' and more prestigious
occupations and economic roles (Atkinson
Brownlee, 1976;

Croll, 1981;

~..

(eds). 1977;

Brownlee

&

Oakley, 1981.

Various writers have claimed that in the earliest phases of human
society, when our ancestors subsisted by hunting or fisbing and gathering,
the status of women was at least equal to that of men (Morgan, 1870;
Engels, 1948;

~':1cks,

(Bachofen, 1967;

1974;

Gough, 1975 i

Briffault, 1927),

has adopted that thesis.
these arguments here;

Leacock, 1981), if not superior

On Engels' authority, Marxist theory

Unhappily, due to lack of space, I cannot review

yet, even if correct, they agree that women have had
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the poorer lot ever since mankind ceased to live by foraging and subsisted
by farming, animal husbandry,

~andicrafts

and trade or industry, separately

or together, wnether in economies based on reciprocal exchange,
redistribution, predation, slavery, feudalism, capitalism or socialism.
What does that inferior position of women involve?

What is its base?
Does it represent

What are its iimplications in different cultures?
discrimination?

As Malinowski (1962) urged, women have historically been made
dependent on men by their ter-:::llity and role in social reproduction.

Given

inadequate techniques of fertility control, women responsible for home,
husbands, infants and children are routinely exposed to risks of pregnancy
as long as they cohabit, whether with the father of their child or someone
else.

Throughout their reproductive years women are accordingly

preoccupied with their maternal and wifely roles, those being unavoidably

.

linked as marriage is prescribed for all women in 'primitive' SOCieties, and
in ancient civilsations for all free women before the invention of
nunneries.

Where practiseu, ·:;lavery merely worsened the lot of women.

Throughout Africa 'ghost marriage', widow inheritance and the levirate
ensured that even aged widows were formally wedded to some surrogate of
their dead husband;

and where Islam proscribes those institutions, most

women still remarry late in llie, believing that only married woruen can
enter heaven when they die <M:. F. Smith, 1954).

Thus since traditional

societies oblige women to marry, and their cohabitation in marriage
involves serial pregnancies, most women are privatised for many years by
their maternal and domestic duties, so that males unavoidably monopolise
communal affairs, and male dominance is universal.
In band-organised

societi(~s

of foragers collective affairs are

occasional, discontinuous and, except for group rituals, often of limited
import.

However, besides the preservaiton of order and resolution of

internal disputes, they include relations with other groups which may
involve alliance, intermarriage, feud, war or symbiotiC relations.

As the

social economy develops and "orticulture or animal husbandry replaces
foraging as the basic mode of subsistence, the variety and significance of
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those secular clitairs that r-equire public regulation increa.se st.eadily, and
therewith the need ior continuous regulative

il~encies

councils of elders, and their respective staffs.

such as chiefs or

Thus as societies and

their economies develop, isolated by their reproductive and domestic roles
from participating in their political processes, women increasingly lose
autonomy, opportunities and rights to men whose monopoly of the public
organisation ensures their control of political, juridical and ritual
institutions.

In consequence, as culture, technology and economy develop,

right through to contemporary industrial capitalist and socialist societies,
women have increasingly lost crucial political, economic, juridical and
ritual rights and other opportunities to men, despite the de jure
universalism of many constitutions and legal codes.
Engels <1948, 106, 119> believed that the evolution of monogamy from
'g~oup

marriage' accompanied the growth of property and economic inequality

and sealed women's subordination.

However, there is little evidence that

the position of women is bet1:er under either form of polygamy, polyandry or
polygyny.

Polyandry generally presupposes artificial scarcities of women

produced by female infanticide, while polygyny privileges men as husbands
and parents, whatever the prevailing descent rule.

Though Engels believed

that in matrilineal societies the position of women was relatively high, our
data from matrilineal populations that practise virilocal marriage do not
support that assumption.
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It may be asked whether women can suffer political and legal
discrimination in stateless societies that lack legal codes and tribunals
and have no central political institutions.

Briefly, such societies rely

for the effective regulation of their,public affairs and administration of
their unwritten laws on kinship, ritual and reciprocal social relations,
instead of courts and chiefships.

Everywhere, even in simple foraging

societies, regulatory institutions are manned and directed by men and serve
their interests.

Chiefless or not, in preliterate societies men control the

political and legal processes of collective regulation.

This is most

obvious in such matters as kinship, marriage arrangements, post-marital
residence, divorce, filiation, succession, inheritance, ritual and property
rights, all of which men control.

In the absence of legal codes,

chiefships and state-like institutions, rules at kinship ana marriage
rF.)3.'~+:=t
tF.
w

Hi""

s~nQt1cmed

+r.~; ~ V.~~iH~ 'C;l'; l~ic; :O:;:j41:i r·ip;'f.l~
~

by ",U k"r. gr'wups

11, ~ach

wi

iii~i'l ~:j.1:i \,!i44iiiU~,

.t:jp.~r.~"
u

ccmr.ubial ,:;omIDunity, even in the mast

'egalitarian' societies, such rules generally treat women as political minors
and wards of men, outside the arenas of male political and ritual activity.
As effects of such arrangements, men are directly or indirectly organised
as a corporate group, responsible for communal order and action, including
dispute settlement, ritual and relations with outsiders.

Lacking such

inclusive organisation, women remain a category, incapable of common action;
and, since rights in and over women are central foci of ritual, political
and judicial activities, to maintain order and resolve disputes about women,
men collaborate to regulate the rights and relations of both sexes.

As

effects of their relative isolation from one another and from collective
affairs, and of the male monopoly of public institutions and discourse, and
it has been argued that women sometimes accept without serious question
men's view of society and nature, including thelr place in both (Matthieu,
1974;

Ortner,1974;

Ardener,1975;

Certainly it often seems as

~hnugh,

MacCormaci(, 1980, Strathern, 1980).
perhaps for lack of any alternative or

opportunity, women casually accept ideas about the world, spirits,
procreation, and relations between the sexes that are masculine in origin
and bias.

Perhaps the most familiar and important illustrations of such

female acceptance of negative malt: ideas that degrade their value ...... d
status are Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
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11.

Age and generation are biosocial conditions
prominently in human societies.
treated together.

tha~

also figure

Being closely associated, they are best

As with the sex differences that underlie gender,

whatever their biological bases, men's distinctions and categories of
This is obvious when members of

generation and age are clearly cultural.

differing genealogical generations are age-mates and belong to the same
physiological generation;

but cultural ideas ot age are also influenced by

changes in the average life-span.
are three score years and ten;

According to the Bible the days of man

but in 1950 throughout sub-Saharan Africa,

the Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia, the average life-span for either
sex was considerably shorter.

As life-span Changes, so do collective

conceptions of youth, maturity and age.

In 1950 the Hausa classified all

men with hairs on their chin as dattiiai (sing. datti iO), or elders, even
though many were not forty years old.

By contrast, the State of

Connecticut has recently adopted legislation that enables workers to retain
their jobs, if they wish, until their 72nd year, whereas in Britain they are
expected to retire by 67.

In China under Mao, while women retired from

pensionable employment at 55 and men at 60, the leadership of the
Communist party and the state vested in men over 75 years old.
Conceptions and criteria of childhood and youth are equally relative,
variable and cultural.

In much of Africa, if babies die without being

named, their deaths are held to prove that they were not fully human, and
are treated with public indifference.

While childhood often ends with

puberty ceremonials or initiation, in many cultures youth and minority
status continue until marriage or incorporation in an age-set of warriors
or young adults.

Since age-cLass systems are social institutions,_ they

differ widely in structure, content and function.

Some systems

incorpora~e

genealogical generations as successive age-sets, while others, such as the
Turkana (Gulliver, 1958), integrate generations and age-set differently.

In

some systems new age-sets are created by rites every fifteen or sixteen
years;

i ....

others, annually or every alternate

)~ar.

In some societies the

age organisation may be used by chiefs to mobilise male cohorts in age
regiments for public and military purposes;

in others age-sets emerge
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autonomously as

age-villaB~s

or other residential groupings;

and among the

Plains Indians male age-groups developed spontaneously as voluntary
associations (Prins, 1953;

1956;

Wilson, 1951 i

Peristiany, 1939, 1951;

Lowie, i916j

Bernardi, 1985i

Spencer, 1965;

Lambert,

Eisenstadt, 1956).

Such variations demonstrate clearly the cultural basis and character of age
distinctions in those

societi,~s

with formal age organisations.

:Most

societies lack them and classify people informally by relative age as
children, youths, young adults, mature persons, elders and the very old.
However, individual placement3 in these age-grades illustrate their
ambiguity.
While age and generation differences provide opportunities for social
discrimination, nowhere do elderly folk suffer social disadvantages on
grounds of age.

Generally the reverse occurs, as human societies are no

less gerontocratic than sexist in their bias.

In preindustrial societies

ritual leadership, political authority, high status and control of economic
resources are normally allocated to elderly persons, especially males, who
usually have large numbers ot dependent kin and affines.

In these

respects industrial societies are broadly Similar, and even the U.S.A. and
the U.S.S.R. allocate disproportionate shares of their most important offices
and resources to elderly %olk, particularly men, as may be expected, given
the universal sexist bias of human SOCiety.
Despite fosterage, adoption and the Israeli lcibbutz, societies
everywhere regard parents as the appropriate people to care for their
offspring in their infancy, childhood and youth.

In traditional societies,

kin, affines and their communities generally hold parents responsible for
the physical care and socialisation of their children, and for those aspects
of their education and preparation for adult life that are not routinely
provided by such public institutions as age-sets, churches, secret societies
and other associations, apprenticeship, schools and the like.
societies even after marriage
mature persons.

In many

young people continue to lack the status of

In such cultures young parents and others of junior

generation may experier:: various disabilities.

For example, in Hausa

SOCiety chiefs deal with young men of their communities as dependants af
their fathers.

Under such conditions young adults may have to bear Q..e.
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discrimination and certain deprivations.

However, as they will

routinely enjoy the full range 01 adult privileges, rights and opportunities
on attaining maturity in such cultures, such deprivations are both
temporary and uniform for all in each generation as part of their life
cycle.
term.

As such, they do not constitute discrimination in my sense of the
Neither do the time-limited suspensions of various social rights

and opportunities suffered by military conscripts, members of junior agesets and age-regiments, or apprentices in medieval guilds, since, when
involuntary, such deprivations are temporary and shared by all in the
category, and if assumed voluntarily, as, for example, in apprenticeship or
marriage they are conditions

01

the relation and not externally imposed.

Many societies require cnildren at different stages

01

their growth to

undergo certain ritual ordeals, including mutilations, as essential
qualifications for adult life.

Besides circumcision, teeth filing,

tattooing, and subinCision, which some cultures prescribe for males, others
practise clitoridectomy, cicatrization, infibulation

and/or pharaonic

circumcision of females <McLean, 1980), and throughout

precolo~ial

sub-

Saharan Africa distinctive facial marks were cut on both sexes to indicate
tribal identity.

Generally pai.nful, oiten barbilrous, and sometimes fatal,

such mutilations do

TIOt

indicate discrimination in my sense of the term

since they are shared by all a:3 necessary preconditions of proper adult
status, rights and opportunities, in much the same way that the long and
sometimes painful processes of childhood socialisation are nacessary to
prepare children for their adult roles.
While assigning children to the care of their parents or parental
surrogates, no societies allocate such responsibilities and authority
without qualification and supervision.

Incest prohibitions universally

proscribe sexual relations between parents ana childrenj

and in most, if

not all, societies the parents' kin maintain interest in the children's
health, welfare and upbringing.

In the small highly personal communities

of traditional societies, children are protected by kin and neighbours from
parental abuse, neglect and harsh

treatme~+

In the anonymous impersonal

conurbations of modern industrial societies with their heterogeneous and
mobile populations, the state, the churches and certain professional groups
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have recently become concerned to protect and assist childr2n against
various kinds of abuse within the family.
Until recently in Western countries cultural. values tabooed public
discussion of child battery, neglect, brutalisation, sexual and other abuses
within the family.

Undoubtedly for many decades children have suffered

severely at the hands of their parents, though we can neither prove that,
nor estimate their numbers and

ra~~os.

Recent reports suggest that the

number of children at risk of sexual abuse within the family may be higher
than had been supposed, thus stimulating studies of that unresearched topic.
What such enquiries may reveal we cannot tell.

Neither at this stage can

we say what legal provisions may emerge from such studies to enhance the
children'S sa1ety and welfare While
with children, and the
with

~hese

pr1va~y

protectin~

of family life.

parental rigllts, relations
However, current

~oncerns

issues illustrate the situations and processes by which public

awareness and knowledge of hi tilerto unsuspectea social conditions and
situations develop, together with public action to prevent their
recurrence(Boyden & Hudson,
In many societies age

19~6).

dii:f,~rences

associated with the birth order ot

full Siblings of the same sex provide the main framework for their
differentiation in status, inheritance, authority and otner rights.

Some

cultures extend such status differentiation beyond the Siblings themselves
to their descendants, who then also rank as senior and junior vis-a.-vis one
another by reference to their ancestors.
peoples of Polynesia (Sahlins, 1958;
Mongols (Aberle, 1953;

Such patterns prevail among the

Firth, 19J6;

Goldman, 1970), the

Vreeland, 1954), and certain other societies.

All

members of the rank-differentiated sibling groups and descent lines in such
.societies have differing rights and status in ritual and

se~ular

spheres.

However, as the seniority principle thus elaborated places everyone at some
unique point in the social hierarchy, even though it discriminates by
~

setting juniors under the authority of their seniors, it so individuates
those distinctions that it excludes social categories as targets of
discriminat.;.o·. and thereby eludes our criteria of discr' J.ll, tation.
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· The social treatment or those classified as non-normal, suci as
intersexuals, homosexuals,

epih:~ptics,

the mentally defective, insane, etc.,

is sometimes regarded as discrimination.

Yet if those a!Iected cannot

participate adequately in their communities by looking alter themselves and

1.

performing necessary tasks without risk of harm to themselves or others,

._;,,4 '

though differential treatment involves deprivation, it does not in my view

y,;.:
e~

v

12.
dist~nguished

by race and ethnicity are probably

the most familiar targets of collective discrimination, deprivations and
abuse.

Nowadays liestern scholars generally assimilate dilferences of race

and ethnicity as though they were one and the same (Ashworth, ed., 1917-80j
Banton, 1983bj

Schermerhorn, 1910).

However, men normally distinguish

their racial identities and differences by gross hereditary phenotypical
features which are not criteria of ethnic difference.

Whereas racial

criteria, being physical, are explicitly biological, criteria of ethnic
identity are only implicitly so, since common ethnicity is believed to
reflect common origin and des,::ent as well as snared culture (Smith, 19ti6).
As human races vary phenotypically, despite their biological referents,
'racial' differences are often tused with cultural criteria to distinguish
'racial groups' for social ends.
classifications.

In consequence there are many odd racial

For example, Nazi propaganda classified Jews as raCially

distinct from Germans, contrary to the physical data (Shapiro, 1960).

In

Central America though Indios <Indians) and Mestizos (mixed hybrids) are
ostenSibly racial categories, many Indians and Mestizos are raCially
identical, since the distinction is intrinsically cultural(Stephen & Vearne,
1984).

In the Creole Caribbean, though "every rich Negro is a mulatto,

every poor mulatto is a Negro/' as Lowenthal (1967 I 598) remarked,
alone is not enough to "lighten" or tldarken" one socially.
criteria of colour
physical.

....

;'J!.-:..;..---

represent discrimination.

Bio-social categories

A

Lvl.:,\

(Xvs~"
~
6
!-"::~/'p {.,t,
....... ! (

classif~

money

The decisive

"",cion as brown or black are cultural as well as

Wealth and poverty are important primarily because they

correspond so closely with cultural differences.

These situations
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illustrate some of the ways in which cultural systems of racial
classification are sometimes stcuctured by criteria that override biology.
As with sex, generation and age, racial and ethnic classifications are
cultural constructs.
Despite Myrdal's massive documentation of their social differences,
since World War II, under UNESCO's aegis and leadership, Western biologists
and social scientists have generally abandoned racial concepts (Banton,
19'7'7,1983aj
1980).

Glazer

&

Koynihan, (eds.), 19'75;

Thernstrom

~.,

(eds.),

Unlike their Soviet colleagues, who distinguish racial stocks by

physical characteristics from
Kozlov, (eds.), 1974, 1981j
(eds.), 1964;

~thnoses

or ethnic 'groups' (Grigulevich and

Brook (Bruk), 1981,19135;

Bruk & Apenchenko

Bromley, 1974, 19(3), Western scholars currently handle

distinctions between raCially similar and dissimilar collectivities either
by describing both as 'minorities' or 'ethnic groups,' or by conflating them
as 'racial and ethnic' groups or minorities, while denying the validity and
significance of their physical differences.
reasons for rejecting such con1usion

Having elsewhere given my

(Smith, in press), I distinguish

racial stocks as defined by the Soviet demographer, Brook (1985, 11'7);
"Human races are historica.Lly formed groups of people linked. by common
origin manifestea in common nereditary morphological and physiological
characteristiCS, varying within certain limits" .
Though distinguished as
criteria as well as

'e~hnic

groups' by social ana linguistic

real or putative origin, as a cultural category race,

like ethnici ty, clearly assumes the biological oasis of common descent.
However, while all ethnic 'groups' - many of which are not 'groups' in any
SOCiologically useful sense - also have racial identities, all racial stocks,
even the most minute, contain
culture, origins and descent.

~

plurality of etnnic 'groups' of differing
Accordingly, neither can people of d.iffering

racial stock form a single ethnic group, nor can members of an ethnic
'group' belong to two or more races, since ethnicity assumes community of
descent.

Thus, while all multiracial

soci_~ies

are polyethnic, not all

polyethnic societies are multiracial.
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Due to various processes tne nomogeneity or unity of such contemporary
ethnic 'groups' as the Germans, Yoruba, Arabs, Berbers, Spaniards or Fulani
is little better than that of racial stocks.

Thus if we reject race as an

analytic category on grounds of its fuzziness, we should do likewise for
ethnicity and its correlates (Vallman, 1978, 1983).

However, despite such

shortcomings, men do classify themselves and one another on racial and
ethnic lines and, when necessary, they formally distinguish both
classifications, which are often made for political ends, dnd always have
political implications, as illustrated by the Mestizo-Indian diChotomy.
Classifications of either kind Simultaneously contrapose the classifiers and
classified, and frequently, where the collectivities involved are directly or
indirectly in contact, provide conceptual frameworks that readily serve as
bases for solidarity within each group, and antipathies between them.
Given differences of culture, language, and/or race between interacting
populations, such perceptions or difference and strangeness readily combine
with fears and suspicions, and with ideas of relative superiority or
inferiority in numbers, organisation, weapons, technology and the like.
However, if the interacting populations belong to two different societies,
their relation cannot involve discrimination, since that presupposes their
membership in the same SOCiety.

I shall therefore restrict this

discussion to those contexts in which collectivities distinguished by race
or ethnicity, real or putative, form parts

01 a.

common SOCiety.

Racial and/or ethnic 'groups' may partiCipate in a common SOCiety as
segments of eqUivalent status and rights by segmental incorporation de jure
or de factp, as illustratedDY Switzerland (Lijpnart, 19,/7), the Terik and
Teriki, (Levine and Sangree, 1962), the Malays, Chinese and Indians in
MalaYSia (Milne, 1967) or American whites (Smitn, 1986, 194-198;
1983;

Myrdal, 1944).

Ringer,

The collectivities may be incorporated explicitly as

racial and ethnic units, or impiicitly by their religious, political,
linguistic or other attributes.

Alternatively, members of differing racial

or ethnic 'groups' may partiCipate directly and equally in the same SOCiety
under the mode of universalistic incorporation.

If those

,-i.::

iure

provisions are valid de fa;tp, then such discrimination as occurs must be
randomly distributed within and between them, and cannot distinguish the
collecti vi ties as such.

However, if social practice nullifies laws that
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proclaim collective or individudl equality, collective discrimination will
prevail by differential incorporation, as was formerly the
and Amerindians in the U.S.A.

lo~

of Negroes

Sometimes the differential incorporation is

explicitly racial or ethnic, as by law in South Africa, or, more ambiguously,
Cro~

both under and against the law, in the Jim
South (Woodward, 1974).

regime of the U.S. Deep

By contrast, in Caribbean Creole societies, though

some blacks were free, the overwhelming majority were slaves, and the great
majority of slaves were black.

All whites were free, and there were as

many free hybrids as there

slaves (Smith, 1965, 92-115).

we~e

Thus

although at no time did that colonial order prescribe the differential
incorporation of blacks on racial grounds, that was the basis and effect of
the racial structure and their massive enslavement.

In similar style,

people in Ulster often distinguish its contraposed communities as 'natives',
i.e., Irish, and settlers, or immigrants, Le., English and Sco"ts, rather than
Catholics and Protestants (Jackson, 1979;

Schmitt, 1976;

Ewing, 1976).

Differing facets of collective identities become salient in differing
contexts (Wallman, 1978, 1983).
Ylhen racial and/or ethnic groups are differentially incorporated lie.
~

despite universalistic constitutions and legal codes, the

contradictions of social practice and legal norms correspond exactly in
their details with

th~

condition~

and processes of COllective discrimination

experienced by the subordinate collectivity.

Wherever discrimination

prevails, whether de jure or de facto, the differential incorporation and
power of the collectivities involved is manifest, since without such
disparities of power, neither could the discriminatory practices that
constitute differential incorporation be established, nor could they perSist.
Though the social bases of such differences of collective power vary
Widely, and may be demographiC, economic, technological,

orga~isational

or

cultural, separately or together, their e:<pression and effects are always
political.
In certain contexts one collectivity may dominate another by virtue of
its

gree·~~

size, number and resources.

Whethc- their primary differences

are racial or ethnic, the dominant group must then either institute or
maintain distinctions uetween other collectivities in the SOCiety, as, lor
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example, occurs in South Ainca, ;{alaysia and Fiji, or it illay trea't t.b.em all
alike without

di~tinc'ioR.

Where two or more racial or

e~hnic

constitute a COHlmon society, to consolidate its distinctlless

dnG

the dominant group usually differentiates itself from the rest.

stocks
control,

In

contemporary Britain the government and white population treat immigrant
Asiatics, Africans and Afro-Caribbeans as the same, though they differ
manifestly by race, provenience, language, culture and religion (Clairborne
e..LQl., 1979;

Ewing, 1975).

Only when univer':?alistic incorporation prevails ae facto as well as lli1
~,

will racia: and ethnic identities and differences lose their decisive

importance for individual life situations and life chances in multiracial,
poly ethnic societies.

Though that universalisDl is the explicit commitment

of such diverse ideologies as Islam, Roman Catholicism, Marxism and certain
modern states, nowhere do routine social arrangements and practices realise
its aims.

Unless its control is secure, to preserve its power over the

government and people, a dominant group, and Within that its ruling segment
or stratum,

may initiate or tolerate discriminatory practices against

groups of differing race, ethnicity, religion, culture or language etc. in
the schools, the market and workplace, the courts, the military, police and
civil administration. and in the polity.

In su·:h cases the

d~scrimination

will also extend to health, housing, employment, communications and other
social conditions.

In polyethnic and multiracial societies if the laws or

policies of the ruling group provoke its people's opposition because of
their liberality. unless they can enforce compliance, the rulers cannot
prevent their people from sustaining or instituting collective inequalities,
as happened in New Spain by encomienda and repartimiento (Chevalier, 1963),
in Rhodesia by Ian Smith's unilateral declaration of independence <Murphee
& Baker, 1976;

Hitchins & St.epaen, 1981), and in the U.S. Deep South by the

illegal oppression of Negroes (Myrdal, 1944),

While much of the public

opposition to egalitarian liberal policies designed to relieve disprivileged
groups is generally motivated by such material and economic conSiderations
as demands for access to or unrestricted use of their land, labour and
other resources, cc

lc~tive

fears, suspicions, hostilities c ld solidarities

are equally important, given the contrapuntal and essentially political
nature of exclusive racial and ethnic classifications.
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IJhen demographic minori tie.=. govern larger populations, as long as they
maintain their exclusive organisation as a corporate group and aeny their
subjects an inclusive organisation, they can usually retain control, even
when their subjects are adminiE"tered in a number of corporate 'groups'.
Such regimes are all based on the differential incorporation of rulers and
ruled, and must involve systematic discrimination and exploitation of the
subordinate population.

Given the racial and ethnic differences between

European colonists and native peoples, all European colonies were hierarchic
pluralities of this kind (Smith, 1965, 10-17,75-91;
346).

1974,

20~-239,

271-

As a simple rule, the greater the numerical inferiority of the

ruling group to the population it dominates, the greater its dependence on
superior technology, organisation and solidarity for continued control.
these grounds ruling

minoritie~,

On

generally deny their subjects freedom of

speech, movement, association, 8tC., and try to ensure that they remain
disorganised social categories incapable of collective political action and
leader less.
Remarking how central organisation i's to such systems of collective
domination, racial, ethnic or other, some writers regard state organisations
as their prerequisite (Brass, 1985;
19~3).

Glazer

&

Moynihan (eds.), 1975;

Fried,

However, ethnographic data show that such stateless societies as

the Swat Pathans (Barth,

19~Y)

and Tuareg (Godelier, 19b1;

Nicolaisen,

1963) have practised racial and ethnic discrimination and differentially

incorporated their populations for several centuries.

Vith or without

state organisation the decisive precondition of differential incorporation
is the capacity of the dominant group to mobilise and deploy sufficient
force to overawe or overrun its subjects
Though
racial

mos~

and suppress opposition.

of what has been said above concerning structures of

discriminatio~

and

oppr~ssion

applies also to ethnic domination,

since ethnic collectivities of common race are not phenotypically distinct,
it is generally less difficult for dominant groups to assimilate members of
differing ethnicity but common race than those of differing race (Gordon,
1964, 19'75;

Tatz, 1975;

Zubrycki,

19~

v .

In multi-party democracies,

besides the schools and courts, party organisation and processes should
promote assimilation, provided that the parties are not based on ethnicity,
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race or religion,.ds in Trinidad, Guyana or Malaysia (Cross, 1980;
1976;

Milne, 1967;

Kurian,

Leng,

198~)'
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On that point the basic two-party political systems

U.S.A. are instructive.

of Canada and the

For ':;enturies. like the U.S .• Canadian society has

virtually excluded Indians and Eskimos from effective partiCipation on
grounds of differing culture and race (Creery, 1983;

J.

~ilson,

1982, 1980).

Within its dominant European population, differences of culture, language,
religion, reinforced by history. regional concentration and demography, have
entrenched those divisions between Anglo- and French-Canadians that find
constitutional expression in the status of Quebec in the Canadian
confederation <McWhinney, 1976).
have not eliminated them.

Recent efforts to dissolve those barriers

Their opposition remains the country's primary

political problem and division (Legendre. 1980;

Porter, 1975).

In

contrast, Europeans who have inlmigrated since Vorld Var II have had little
difficulty assimilating culturally as Canadian citizens, even in Quebec.
The greater ease with which these recent immigrants have been assimilated
and incorporated reflects their common racial identity with white
Canadians, their favourable demographic and historical conditions, wide
dispersal. and the formally open, universalistic character of the country's
public institutions and multicultural policies.

The basic two-party

structure of Canadian politics operates at provincial as well as national
levels to oblige ethnic groups, including many· Quebecois, to pursue their
interests through one or other of the country's major parties to achieve
success.

In the U.S.A .• howevel-. with its much greater population and

ethnic diversity <Glazer & Moynihan, 1963;

Makielski, Jr., 1976). while the

two-party system has promoted the assimilation of white ethnics with even
greater success, for decades it nurtured Jim Crow regimes in the old
Confederate South. whose regional, cultural and historical distinctness,
large population and strength in Congress served, as in Quebec, to obstruct
assimilation (Voodward, 1974).
Most polyethnic and

multl~lcial

societies derive their population

mixtures :tram migration, conqut:!st, colonial settlement and occupation,
separately or together;

and most owe their present compositions and

structures to historical developments during the last five hundred years.
The history of

Europea~

~ettlement

in the U.S.A. and South America

illustrates the process (O'Shaughnessey & Corry, 1977).
assimilation of white

immigran~s

The progreSSive

to U.S. culture and SOCiety contrasts
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starkly with the situations 8f American blacks, Amerindians, and Americans
of Hispanic and Oriental background (Makielski, Jr., 19'16;
Steiner, 1977;

\Jagenheim & Dunoar, 1983i

Ringer, 1983;

Daniels, 1977).

Those non-white

populations have all had grave difficulties in their struggles for civic and
social equality;

and despite strong federal support since 1964, Blacks,

Am@rindians and Hispanic

Ampri~ans

discrimination (Yinger, 1975;

have yet to achieve equality and escape

Clairborne e.:t....Al., 1979;

Smith. 1982).

As

in South Africa, Brazil and Argentina, despite their differing political
institutions, so in the U.S.A., with its two-party democracy, ethnic groups
of common racial stock are more swiftly and readily assimilated culturally
and socially by the dominant group and incorporated as citizens with equal
rights, than are people of differing race such as Negroes, Indians,
Mulattoes and Caboclos (Gordon. 1964, 1975;

Parsons, 1965), thus

demonstrating once more the social difference between race and ethnicity,
and also that racial stigmata

~enerally

provoke greater resistance to such

processes than ethnic difference (Roche, 1976;

Glazer, 1983;

Smith. in

press) .
13.

The preceding discussion of biasocial categories confirms the list of
conditions necessary for discrimination, and shows that the collectivities
involved are always culturally defined and never strictly biological in base
or origin.

To test the universality of those conditions I will now review

briefly discriminatory practices against collectivities whose differences of
culture. religion, language, political opinion, class and the like are clearly
not biological, beginning with culture, the most comprehensive category
which subsumes all others, inCluding those· biosocial differentiae discussed
above.

Besides testing the universality of those conditions, I shall also

sketch briefly the social

cont(~xts

in which these variables have served

either as bases for discrimination or for non-discriminatory relations.
However, as I shall later discuss language, religion and other factors as
possible ba.ses :for discrimination. I sh,.l1 consider here only those broader
differences of institutional practice ana organisation, social relations,
values and other collective ideas that indicate cultural pluralism (Smith,
1984a).
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Cultures are the shared symbolic 'fIorlds in and by "/D.icr. men live
together in community, shaping their private and common lives and their
relations with nature and with those invisible realities that give it
coherence.

Culture subsumes those ideas of sex, race, age, youth, normality

and abnormality discussed above, as well as language, its richest symbolic
system and essential medium of communication, religion, SCience, ethnicity,
descent, kinship, family, morality, class, caste and other modes of social
stratification, political organisation, art, literature, law and economy.

It

grows and changes with the social organisation that it validates, which
provides its dynamic matrix.
As noted above (v. section 7,

~),

though differences of corporate

organisation and social institutions generally demarcate societal
boundaries, many plural politie.=; or societies incorporate culturally diverse
populations that were formerly distinct societies.
such plural societies reflect

t~eir

The compositions of

histories and exercise great influence

on their current structures anc development.

Hence to understand why

cultural differences provide ba::;es for collective discrimination in some
contexts and not in others, we always need to know how those contexts
differ in social compOSition, structure, and history.
Plural societies contain two or more collectivities that differ in their
culture, social organisation, and in such institutions as language, kinship,
family and mating, religion, property and economy, as well as in their
norms, values and collective ieeas (Smith, 1965, 75-91 i
Such societies originate and develop in various ways.
and maintained forCibly by conquest or colonialism.

1974, 205-239).
Many were created

Of the latter, many

former colonies have retained -cheir plural compositions and boundaries as
independent

nation-s~ates

following decolonisation, and in most of those

states the only recent popula.t:on movements of note have involved the
arrival and withdrawal of the colonial rulers.

As migration, whether

voluntary or forced, has playec. a central part in the creation and
composition of most plural societies, J shall sketch firr: those situations
in which it was margina.L.
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Some plural societies were created freely without migration by
decisions of contiguous populatlons to form a common society, often for
their mutual de!ence dgainst external military dnd

poli~ical

threats.

Sometimes the groups that form such consociations differed in language,
culture and social institutions, as in Switzerland, Canada in 1867 (Lijphart,
1977), the Aztec confederation, and the union of Terik and Tiriki (Levine

and Sangree, 1962).

More often they shared a common culture and spoke the

same language, as in the early U.S.A., the League of Delos, the Ashanti and
Fanti confederations, the League of the Iroquois and the Choctaw
confederacy.
Lacking chiefs, under similar pressures culturally diverse groups of
refugees have learnt to live
world.

to~ether

and cooperate in various parts of the

Being acephalous, sueD people cannot establish formal consociations

as the Swiss or Ashanti did.

Instead they interact as individuals and

small groups, and coalesce by intermarriage, cultural exchange and
assimilation, as illustrated by the Bwamba

(~inter,

1956), Kachin (Leach,

1954), Lobi (Goody, 1954, 1957), and many others.
~hen

independent groups join freely to create a common society, they do

so by segmental incorporation as equals.

Otherwise, as in the Brazilian

Amazonia (Price, 1987) or Bwamoa, people interact as equal individuals on a
basis of universalistic incorporation.

In either case, collective

discrimination on cultural grounds is ruled out, since segmental
incorporation prescribes symmetrical relations between the segments, While
the universalistic mode incorporates individuals directly as equals,
irrespective of their cultural differences, and excludes collectivities.
Societies may also generat8 plural cultures by their own internal
development.

Societal transformations often originate in new religious

doctrines such as those of Christ, the Buddha, Moses or the Prophet
Xohammed.

The lives and teaching of such great figures create

unprecedented cultural ferments and divisions within their own societies
~ud

wherever their faiths are preached

~nd

practised.

In the

sixteent~

century, Western Christendom was similarly disrupted by the Protestant
doctrines of Luther, CalVin, Zwingli and others, which ushered in a hundred
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years of war within and between religious cOIllIllunities and states.
According to

(1958), Protestantism also generated the modern

~eber

capitalist economy and industrial revolution.

More recently, secular

doctrines of political nationalism, Marxism and Nazism have generated
similar pressures towards cultural polarisation in various societies.
At a secular level, the invention and development of writing,
mathematics and astronomy, markets, money, specialised commodity
production, long distance trade, water control, irrigation systems and
intensive agriculture capable of supporting urban communities with
elaborate priesthoods and royal hierarchies, likewise transformed the
societies that generated them by creating wide cultural gaps between the
ruling elite, priests, captains, architects and other literati on one side,
and craftsmen, soldiers, farmers and other manual workers, free or slave, on
the other.

In Britain as effects of the industrial revolution and

accompanying social and demographic changes, the increasing social and
cultural differences and distances between social strata provoked the young
Disraeli to write at length about The Two Nations (1845).

In the United

States following independence, differing social and political orientations
associated with differences of regional culture, history, ecology, economy
and industrialisation developed steadily between the North and South and
underlay the Civil

~ar

of 1861-1865.

Another. route by which homogeneous societies sometimes develop cultural.
diversity without migration is oy importing religious or other doctrines or
technologies and cultural institutions.

The diffusion of Christianity,

Islam, Buddhism and Brahminical Hinduism generated cultural and
institutional developments of tiat kind in many societies.

Holland and

Germany were permanently split by the Protestant revolution against
Catholicism.

In China, ConfUCian reactions to Buddhism led to the great

persecution by the emperor Wu Tsung in 845 A.D.
suppressed and expelled by Hinduism and Islam.
countries today,

+~e

In India Buddhism was
In many Third World

missionaries of cultural and economic change are native

graduates of American, European or Soviet universities,

dS

were the

charismatic founders of those states, Nkrumah, Gandhi, Azikiwe, Nehru,
Nyerere and others.

}'age

tJ?

Nonetheless, most

contempor~ry

societies with culturally diverse

populations owe their pluralism to migration.

In many cases the

immigrants were at the same race, religion and language as their hosts.
In others they differed in race and/or ethnici ty, religion and language.
Of great importance also is the distinction between voluntary and
involuntary immigrants, which often correlates with racial or ethnic
difference.

Among voluntary immigrants the basic distinctions are those

between immigrants of the same or different race and/or ethnic 'group' as
their hosts, and between those who on arrival were free to work and live
where they pleased, and others who, though formally free, were bound by
indentures or other stringent labour contracts for long periods and lower
returns <Owen, 1955 i

Power

iii

Hdrdman, 1978).

Among unfree immigrants, the basic distinction is that between slaves
and others, including convicts transferred to such penal colonies as Botany
Bay, Australia, or its predecessor, Georgia in the U.S.A., and communities
relocated as garrison settlements in the Inca, Roman, Islamic and Byzantine
empires.

Unlike ancient Greeks and Romans who recruited slaves from their

own or differing racial and cultural groups, since the fifteenth century
Europeans have imposed slavery exclusively on other racial stocks, and
particularly on people of African descent.
ind~ntured

They have also recruited

labour from differing racial stocks and have shipped large

numbers of Indonesians, Chinese and Indians halfway around the world to
meet the labour demands of plantations and other European enterprises in
the Caribbean, East Africa, Mauritius, Hawaii, Fiji, Queensland, North and
South America, and other regions.
The racial

~nd

ethnic diversity of immigrants drawn from different

lands at different times, coupled with the important status differences
between free and unfree migrant·:" ensure that, like the immigrants
themselves, their

~osts

will treat these differing categories and sub-

categories qUite differently (Owen, 1985j

Power & Hardman, 1985).

Thus,

in the U.S.A., European immigrants and their descendants have been steadily
assimilated and incorporated by .\ ~olo- Americans, unlike people of Afric, n
descent, Amerindians, raCially mixed Hispanics, and "Orientals';.

Though

common racial and ethnic iden"ti ties override differences between free and
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unfree migrants' ancestors in America and Australia, in both countries
racial differences between the dominant whites and people of differing race,
whether natives or t:nose desce:-lded from imported unfree labour, have been
used to prevent social equality and assimilation (Tatz, 1975j
1980j

Yinger, 1975).

J. Vilson,

Such differences in the racial and ethnic attributes

and legal status of immigrant o'mcestors pervade both societies and continue
to influence their descendants' life situations and life chances.
Given the diverse historicdl origins and development of past and
present plural societies, as well as the differing orientations of their
dominant stocks, we should not expect uniformity in their treatment of
groups that differ culturally from the dominant stock.

As noted above,

there are only three ways in wnich, irrespective of their racial, social and
other identities or differences, people can be incorporated to form a
common society, namely, the universalistic, segmental and differential, or
some combination of them.

Of these alternatives, the universalistic and

segmental modes apply equally to racially and culturally diverse and
homogeneous populations, whereels the differential mode always institutes
collective discrimination, and either creates cultural differences that did
not previously exist between tne sections it incorporates differentially, or
perpetuates their social and cultural differences, as in Australia and Latin
America (Suter
Vearne, 1984).

&

Stearman, 1982;

O'Shaughnessy & Corry, 1977j

Stephen &

Since universalistic incorporation prescribes the jural and

political equality of all citizens, if valid de facto within a population, it
exclude collective discrimination irrespective of such differentiae as race,
ethnicity, language, religion or culture.
di!ference but rarely, if ever, does.

It should also override sex

Equivalence of individual status may

also occur under segmental incorporation provided it holds within the
incorporated segment:;.
equality.

If so, their parity should ensure their members'

In fact, as we have seen, while segmental incorporation

prescribes the juridical and political equality of the segments it
incorporates, it is equally compatible with the universalistic or
differential incorporation of individuals in those segments.

Finally,as in

South Africa, the ruling section of a plural society may prescribe the
universal incorporation of its members, while differentially incorporating
all other collectivities (van oen Berghe, 1967).

Such formally constitutea consociations as Switzerland, the two Canadas
after 1567 (Lijphart, 1977), ane. the early U.S.A. ascribe equivalence to
their basic segments, irrespective of cultural uniformity or difference.
However, until recently all three states differentially incorporated women.
In Canada and the U.S.A that was also the formal position of native
Americans and native Canadians. as well as blacks. slave or free.
Preliterate socleties obliged by various pressures to

estab_ic~

confederations, or, it chiefless, to coalesce by connubium and cultural
assimilation as individuals ana families, prescribe equality of status,
rights and obligations for all whose participation constitutes their union,
whether they incorporate their populations universalistically or
segmentally.

If, as with the Terik-Tiriki, the basic units are

collectivities that differ structurally and culturally, the segmental
consociation will restrict opportunities for such cultural and biological
assimilation.
Some universalistic cultures forcibly incorporate those of differing
culture who live among them.

Unlike other Northern Ngoni, who slaughtered

the people they defeated (Read, 1956), the Fort Jameson Ngoni (Barnes, 1954)
forCibly enrolled all male captives in the lower ranks of their ageregiments, where they were rapidly socialised to the militaristic Ngoni
·culture.

With less direct pressure, the American 'melting pot' assimilated

natives of European descent to 'Anglo-conformity' (Gordon, 1964, 1975)
through its schools, churches, media and other public institutions as
preconditions for their effective cultural and economic performance.

Under

and after Caribbean slavery, being differentially incorporated, the large
black population that communicated with their masters by patois or dialect
lacked educational opportunities and were not allowed to assimilate
culturally (Smith, 1965).

In the Ottoman Empire Christian communities

were allowed to regulate their own internal affairs as millets while
rendering tribute and such other services as the regime required, without
having to adopt Islam, learn Turkish or Arabic, or abandon their collective
identities and cultures (Karpat, 1985).

Such unassimilative subordination

clearly involves discrimination, though apparently of a benign kind.

In

India and Nigeria the British colonial administration used similar methods
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in its policy of Indirect Rule, and so do the ruling J!lalays 'tIith l-ialaysia's
forest peoples.
Vlhether, how and why a dominant group elects to assimilate some or all
of its subject peoples depends primarily on their sense of cultural and
ethnic affinities or distance with those other groups.

Through

assimilation, people of diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds are able to
~ompete

and perform equally in the public

~~Jain,

whether

thei~

domestic cultures do or do not differ from the national norm.

private or
In the U.S.

today, like many 9thers, Jews, Koreans and Japanese retain distinctive
cultural practices and institutions while pursuing their interests
e!ficiently in the public sphere of economic, educational, political and
related activities.

V1ith aSE.imilative policies and provisions that enable

everyone to maintain such cultural diversity as they need or wish, under
universalistic and/or

segment~l

modes of incorporation, polities can freely

accommodate cultural pluralism while excluding its structural effects.
Given such policies, both universalistic and segmental incorporation should
exclude collective discrimination on cultural groundS <Palley, 1978j
Thornberry, 1987;

Fawcett, 1979)j

but, as U.S. history indicates, while

valid for the dominant majority, such policies may not apply to all.
In certain circumstances universalistic incorporation may be
transformed into a de facto segmental structure by pressure from ethnic or
religious communities that reqUire special collective provisions in order to
participate.

Thus, from 1947 until 1975 the Lebanese people lived

peacefully with one another under their National Covenant, which modified
the universalistic constitution of 1926j
Harbottle, 1976j

but as in Cyprus <Harbottle &

Loizos & Hitchens, 1978), MalaYSia and Nigeria, that

arrangement duly broke down and ended in conflict. (Maloz, 1976j
1983;

McDowall,

Lijphart, 1977).

On its excision from Eire and incorporation in the United Kingdom in
1922, the Protestants and Catholics of Ulster had the same formal status
(Ewing, 1976;

Jackson,1979;

Schmitt, 1976), as did the Sinhalese and

Tamils of Sri Lanka at its independence <de Silva, 1976;
the Hindus and Sikhs in India in 1947 (Das, 1975;

Schwarz, 1979) or

Shackle, 1984;

Kurian,
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In all tnree cases collective hostilities,
suspicions and 1ears have since undermined the basic confidence on which
group parity rests, and the collectivities have engaged in violent conflict.
Vhere one predominates, it inevitably resorts to discrimination and
repression against the other, which would probably do Hke't/ise, given the
chance.

The religious wars of seventeenth-century Europe, like

contemporary conflicts between ethnic and religious groups, and those
between Marxists and others,

i~

Afghanistan, Kampuchea,

Vietna~.

Nicaragua,

Colombia, Peru, Iran, Lebanon, burma, Ethiopia and Mozambique, illustrate the
risks that attach to intense segmental opposition, with and without
predatory neighbours.
In contrast to the variable collective accommodations compatible with
universalistic or segmental incorporation, that prescribed under
differential incorporation is unambiguously discriminatory, and varies from
one historical context to another mainly in its form and details.

As

forms of differential incorporation, slavery, peonage, feudalism, helotage
and colonialism institute discrimination, though in different ways and
degrees.

So too does caste as practised in India, which forbids connubium

and commensality between people of differing

~

(sub-castes).

However,

Hindu caste assumes various religious beliefs and cultural practices that
are unique.

By contrast, as indicated below, most societies have secular

systems of collective discrimination.

Their primary spheres and means of

discrimination are thus either political and administrative, economic,
educational, residential and social, as illustrated by segregation in the
U.S. and South Africa, or religiOUS, as in Islam, the Punjab and Sri Lanka.
Vhichever institutional structures are used to enforce collective
discrimination, its prescriptions and sanctions will vary widely in their
severity in differing social cor. texts , and even in the same SOCiety at
different pOints in time.

As this review illustrates, the scope and

details of collective discrimination, on cultural or other grounds, also
vary with the histories and particulars of their social contexts.
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Though language is a cultural institution, it is so distinctive and
central to social communication that in multilingual populations unavoidable
decisions to use one or more languages in the schools, government and
business may institutionalise discrimination on linguistic grounds.
Language differences are so frequently associated with differences of
culture and \trlicity that in 1964 Soviet academicians used them to
distinguish and enumerate ethnic groups in all independent states (Bruk and
Apenchenko, 1964).

More recently the Soviet demographer Brook (1985, 103,

111-117) has critically discussed their association.

Though differing

ethnic 'groups' may speak a common language, such as English, Hindi,
Spanish, German, Arabic or French, linguistic differences correlate highly
with differences of ethnicity.

In consequence policies that promote one

language over others in business, government, education, law or religion
impose handicaps and invite protests from ethnic 'groups' with other
tongues (A. Thernstrom, 1980).

To determine whether or how such language

policies entail discrimination we must study their social contexts, details
and effects.
Monolingual societies need no language policies as defined above;

and

however polyglot, acepbalous ana preliterate societies have no such
policies.

Policies that regulate language use in secular affairs.

presuppose political centralisation as well as linguistic and ethnic
diversity.

They also assume that literacy and education are essential for

effective social participation.

In linguistically diverse preliterate and

weakly literate populations, people generally use some common language such
as Hausa in the Central Sudan, Swahili in East Africa or Lingala in parts
of Zaire, as a lingua franca.

Under such conditions most adults are

bilingual and many speak several languages fluently.

Such polyethnic

refugee populations as the Lobi or Bwamba develop the linguistic skills
they need to create inclusive communities, trade, intermarry, settle their
disputes, and cooperate in economic activities, ritual and defence.

Only if

one group dominates another and deals with it in its native tongue shall .
find practices that correspond functionally with the language po);-

such imperial states as Rome, Spain, France, or Britain.

HONever, In suc,u

weakly literate states as those of Hausa and Nupe in Nigeria, the
conquering groups adapted the language of their subjects and abandoned
their own.
Scriptural religions such as Islam, Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism and
Judaism, generally prescribe the language of their scriptures, or one
.!istorlcally related to them, as ':he proper medium of worship and dir:. ... ·Tse
on matters of faith and ritual.

In consequence, Arabic is essential in

Islam, Hebrew in Judaism, and irom its beginning until recently, Latin in
the Roman Catholic church.

Sanskrit once had a similar position in

Brahminical Hinduism, and Pali in Buddhism.

Such language policies seek

to preserve the purity and authenticity of the scriptural texts and draw
their authority therefrom, but need not presuppose such a central authority
as the papacy, caliphate, or high priesthood of Judaism, over the community
of believers.

In certain cases scriptural languages have lapsed from use

in secular communication, and became archaic.

Partly on that ground the

Roman Catholic church recently decided to use the vernacular in warship
rather than Latin.

Per contra Israel has revived Hebrew for use in

ordinary discourse as well as ritual.

Yhen a scriptural language is used

for worship by the community of believers, its ritual status will enhance
its secular value and promote its use for other purposes by differing
language groups.

Believers unfamiliar with the language of their

scriptures and major doctrinal texts are clearly disadvantaged. and depend
for gUidance on those who speak and read the language, most of whom are
priests, cleriCS, or literati, as in China.

Under such conditions, to

entrench their ritual leaderShip and control, priests and clerics are
tempted to restrict access to the scriptures and major texts from laymen.
However widely accepted, and whether practised by the priests of a church,
by Brahmins, by other ritual specialists or literati, such religious
practices clearly disadvantage laymen.
In bilingual or multilingual milieux those who neither understand nor
speak the languages of public affairs and business are correspondingly
handicapped and depend on those who do for help in many transactions, much
as illiterates in literate or s,::mi-literate societies need help from those
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who

r~ad

and wriT,e.

Only it some dominant or governing group requires

the public to use some language or languages in official and business
transactions lllay individual handicaps due to unfamiliarity with those
languages indicate discrimination, and then only if that disability is
categorical.

Even then we should ask whether public provisions do or do

not allow everyone to learn the official language(s), and, in literate and
semi-literate societies, to read and write it easily.
provisions are inadequate or absent, we should ask

~here

whet.~r

public

the government

or ruling group provides alternative means by which all who need assistance
or advice to transact their business in the prescribed tongue can get such
help swiftly and without expense,

In such weakly literate polities as the

Roman and Chinese empires, Latin and Mandarin Chinese functioned as lingua
francas for business and other 'transactions between speakers of differing
languages and their rulers.

As neither empire had free public schools,

their citizens either learned its lingua franca by other means, or had to
rely on those who knew it.

In such conditions interpreters should always

be available in the law courts and markets to assist as needed freely or
for modest fees.
Gu'tenberg's invention oi moveable type c. 1450 A.D. not only made
possible the modern printing press and increasing output of books, journals,
newspapers, pamphlets and o'ther publications, but helped to lay the basis
of modern mass SOCiety with its fundamental requirements of compulsory
free public education for children and adult literacy,- requirements that
leading western states finally recognised in the last 150 years.

Given

that formal education in childhood and adult literacy are essential for
success in life, in such polyethnic. multilingual contemporary societies as
India, China, the U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R., all citizens need adequate free
public education in the languag0 or languages of government, administration,
business ana education, whether as in the U.S.S.R. and formerly in the U.S.A.
(A. Thernstrom, 1980;

Inglehart

&

Voodward, 1967), one language fulfils

those functions, or, as in India, besides Hindi and English as national
tongues, different languages are officially employed in different regions
for education, administration, adjudication, business and other public
communication (Das Gupta, 1970).
policies and educational

prov~s:ons

To avoid discrimination, linguistic
should ensure that all citizens have
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adequate and approximately equal opportunities to learn the official or
regional language.

In Nigeria, besides English, Hausa, Yoruba and Ibo are

recognised and widely used as regional languages in early education, radio,
TV, industry, and sections of the popular press, as well as the market,
local government, and daily affairs.

As long as the state provides free,

equal and adequate opportunities for children to learn to speak, read and
write official languages that are chosen because they are spoken widely. it
does not practise linguistic discr:

~J

.ation.

Though in 1961 some thirty per cent of India's population spoke some
variety of Hindi, a total almost four times more than any other tongue,
protests against exclusive use of Hindi in the Devanagari script as
required by the constitution persuaded Prime Minister Nehru and his
successors in 1963. 1965 and 1967 to retain English as an official language
and recognise several regionally dominant languages.
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In Pakistan, rounded in 1946 by Mohammed Ali Jinnah after a long
campaign

agains~

incorporation in India, the first

consti~ution

declared

Urdu, the language of Jinnah and his colleagues, the official language,
though it is spoken by less than ten per cent of the country's current
population; and by less than five per cent before Bangladesh seceded in
1972, partly because Pakistan's Urd'J speaking rulers would not recognise
Bengali as an official language in Eastern Pakistan, where most pe01- 1p
spoke it, and few understood Urdu (\tIhitaker
secession of Bangladesh CMascarenhas, 19'76;

~.,

1982).

Following the

Kuper, 1961>, the second

Pakistani constitution promulgated in 19'73 reaffirmed Urdu as "the official
lan~uage"

while retaining Engli::.£< as an "official medium of communication

for fifteen years" (Kurian, 1982, vol. 2, 1361).

Although spoken by over

63 per cent of the people, Punjabi is a Provincial not a national language.
Of Pakistan's people, 16 per cent were said to be literate in 1982, when
nearly '70 per cent had never attended school, where English, though spoken
by only c. 2 per cent of the people <ib.id.. •• vol. 2, 1361, 13'73), is the
preferred medium of

instruc~ion.

Such language poliCies appear to

discriminate against most Pakistanis <Levak, 1975).
In much

th~

Sclme way Ulidel' and after M.etternich the Hclpsburgs in

Austria used fluency and literacy in German to discriminate against those
subjects who spoke some other language, such as Kagyar, Czech, Slovak,
Croat, Slovene, Italian', Pole, Romanian or Russian (Taylor, 1964),

\tIhen

Hungary finally came under Magyar control after 1872, its Magyar rulers
treated their Slovak and other subjects of differing tongue likewise. (Paul,
1985),

Such language policie:=. and provisions are clearly intended to

discriminate by disadvantaging all who do not speak the dominant or
official tongue as their first language, to the benefit of those who do, in
the profeSSions, education, adThinistration, bUSiness, and other rewarding
and prestigious activities.
In \tIest MalaYSia and Sri Lanka, Malay and Sinhala were until recently
the prescribed official languages, to the disadvantage of Malaysia'S Chinese
and Indians and many Tamils in Sri Lanka (Schwarz, 1979;
Milne, 1967;

Leng, 1976),

De Silva, 1976;

Until 1967, English was the sole official
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1:anguage 01 Canada, despite the large number of French-speaking Canadians
and their history of conflict with the British (McVhinney, 1976).

In the

U.S.A. following recent. immigrations from Puerto Rico, the Dominican
Republic, Cuba, Mexico and other Latin American countries, Hispanic
Americans demanded the use of Spanish as an alternative medium of
instruction in public schools and public business in areas of Hispanic
population (Glazer and Koynihan, 1963;
Ylagenh< __ & Dunbar, 1983),

Steiner, 1979;

A. Thernstrom, 1980j

Since linguistic pluraY:..1l never occurs apart

from ethniC, cultural or racial pluralism, exclusive language policies in
multilingual milieux inflict severe disadvantages on all whose native tongue
is not the selected official language, especially when public provisions to
ensure that everyone can learn it are inadequate <lnglehart & Voodward,
1967), and fluency in that larl8ud.ge is essential for effective participation

in the state and economy.
Collective discrimination on linguistic groundS presupposes and
demonstrates all the conditions previously listed as requisites for social
discrimination.
cate~ories

Such discrimination is always categorical, and the social

involved are always cultural constructs.

Though apparently

restricted to the choice of an official language, the forms and effects of
such discrimination extend into other spheres of social life.

Vlhen

policies institutionalise linguistic discrimination as the appropriate form
of collective accommodation, the disabilities they entail are specific to
their social contexts.

Clearly language policies presuppose superior

authority and power for formulation and enforcementj

but they may occur

with and without ideological rationales.
15.

Collective discrimination on the basis of religious difference is
primarily though not exclusively practised by those who believe in such
universal or salvation religions as Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, or
Brahminical Hinduism (Weber, 1978, vol. 1, 399-633).

In contrast to

universalistic religions of redemption that seek to save men's souls by
conversions of differing kinds, most "tribal" religions are remarkably
tolerant and assume that different peoples have

differen~

deities or
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protective spirits which can help or harm them only.

Accordingly,

since

one man's god or gods cannot benefit or harm another, tribal religions, like
Judaism, exclude prosyletisation.

In consequence, discussions of

discrimination on religious grounds refer almost exclusively to those
universal or salvation religions that for millenia have competed against
one another and against tribal cults to save and dominate "the souls of
men".
Since religion involves the worship of gods, spirits, totems and other
mystical forces believed to control human affairs, I shall exclude Marxism,
Nazism, intense nationalism and other kinds of 'political religion' (Apter,
1963) from this discussion,
authorities, inquisitions,

d.~spite

pub~ic

their scriptural texts, neopapal

and private rituals, and excommunication or

destruction of heretics and apostates.
Universal religions such as Islam, Christianity, Buddhism have long
histories of intolerance, oppression and hostility against one another and
other faiths, but even more savagely against their own' heretics'.

Besides

tol'ced conversions, death, eXile, enslavement, excommunication,
disenfranchisement, punitive taxation, property confiscations and judicial
injustice, religiouE. goals

haV8

been fervently pursued by torture, pogroms

and genOCide to convert by force, expel or destroy the heathen, heretics or
apostates (Kuper, 1981).

Heretics such as the Kanichaeans, Albigensians or

Kharijites are always the minority that lost.

Piety and orthodoxy

legitimise their destruction by the bigger battalions.

As with conflicts

between those who believe differently, so too within a common faith,
religious struggles proceed politically, and produce such political effects
as the Crusades of Christianity and the jihads of Islam, the Thirty Years'
'vIal', the Inquisition, and disenfrancbisement of Jews and Roman Catholics in
Britain until 1832.
It is only two centuries since the fledgeling U.S.A. declared its
religious neutrality and committed itself never to finance or promote any
particular denomination or faith.
followed that example.
1984;

Since then certain European states have

In Ulster, as in the Sudan, the Punjab (Shackle,

Levak, 1975), the Middle East and Sri Lanka, current bitter struggles
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remind us of the religious conflicts and the appalling savagery of earlier
times.

Those ethno-religious .-::onflicts demonstrate that in much of the

world, religious differences are as rich in tension and conflict as ever.
In Iran the Islamic revolution led by the Ayatollah Khomeini also
demonstrates the revolutionary potential of religious reactions to
secularism, despotism and 'modernisation'.
The political histories of the major world re"igions differ widelYi
at different

pel~~ds,in

but

the past, religious authorities, interests and

imperatives have regulated state structures and policies, and directed
political developments in all of them.

To ensure their legitimacy the

monarchical states of earlier times actively championed and upheld the
authority of their Brahmins, al'umma or church, or alternatively assumed
that status themselves, as in the Islamic caliphates.

Confucianism, which

sought to provide rulers and their officials with a practical ethic to guide
their conduct and poliCY, in its heyday alsodominated the Chinese state.
In such historical periods, secular political interests and objectives were
strongly affected by religious ideas.
Following the religious wars of seventeenth century Europe, many
thinkers criticised the historic ties of church and state
dissolution.

and urged their

That movement towards the secularisation of political

institutions gathered momentum once its constitution explicitly
disassociated the
its neutrality.

United States of America from reli.gion and proclaimed
America's example was first followed in revolutionary

France, and has since inspired and influenced political leaders of differing
faiths and political creeds to do likewise.

Thus the constitution of India

explicitly guarantees freedom of worship, and proscribes rf:!ligious
discrimination.

In 1961 a new constitution disestablished Buddhism as the

state religion of Burma (Kurian, 1982).
followed the same course.

Many other new states have

Nonetheless, in Europe and Latin America

several countries still support established churches financially, while
guaranteeing freedom from religious discrimination.
Clearly in states or communities such as Iran committed to uphold and
enforce a given religion or some special version of it, those commitments
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may involve discrimination against people of other faiths, as, for example,
the persecution ot Baha'is in l,an (Cooper, 1982), of Armenians in Ottoman
Turkey (Lang & ~alker, 1978), and of non-Islamic communities in the Sudan
since 'World 'War II (Anon 8& Meyrl.ell, 1986).

In Vlestern Christendom, as in

Islam, Jews have suffered longest and most severely from such religious
hostility and discrimination.

So too, periodically, have Protestants in

Catholic countries and Catholics in Protestant countries, 8hi'ites among
5:nni Muslims and Sunnis under Sh.i.'ite rule, adiyasis l l hill tribes and
hariians (Untouchables) under Hinduism (Maxwell, 1980;
so on.

~hether

Beteille, 1976), and

such discrimination and abuse is initiated by the

political authorities, by such priests as Bishop Theodosius whose
inflammatory speeches provoked the destruction of the great library at
Alexandria, or by some charismatic religious teacher such as the Sheikh
Muhammad al-Maghili who incited massacres of Jews in Sijilmasa and Tuat at
the end of the fifteenth century ('Abd-al-'Aziz, 19'73) matters little, since
In all such cases discrimination or

the general effect is the same.

persecution manifestly demonstrates the superior power of those who launch
it and confirms the preceding list of conditions.
~hen

a

ruling authority, whether secular or religious, proclaims its

neutrality on matters of faith and affirms everyone's right to worship
freely, we have to ask whether all religious groups under its jurisdiction
do enjoy such freedomi

and, if so, whether members of any congregation are

subject to discrimination or persecution by others acting in their private
roles without the state's authority and sanction.

Persecution of Jews by

the Ku Klux Klan in the U.S.A. is one example 01 such autonomous social
action;

the Middle East,

<Possony, 1975;
others.

La~in

America, Ulster, India and Marxist states

Bourdeaux, 19'/6;

Bourdeaux e..:Lal., 197'7) supply many

Wherever such discriminatory or persecutory activities occur in

states that guarantee their people freedom of worship we have to ask, as
for all other sorts of discrimination, whether the political authorities
have really tried to prevent or punish those activities and ensure the
~

~

freedom of citizens of differing faith and denomination to go about

their ordinary affairs without risk of discrimination or attack.

As in

other spheres, here too there are wide differences between the prescripts of
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law and the constitution and the de facto conditions of daily life in many
countries, despite the most liberal, egalitarian administrations.

16.
when political authorities and regimes derive le;THimat""y hy

a('"'tin,q

as

custodians or champions of some religious order, their fait. ... .ovides the
ideology that comprehends and sacralizes the world, and gives meaning and
purpose to human affairs.

As they progressively distance themselves from

such religiOUS commitments, states have unaVOidably had to replace those
ideologies by secular alternatives.

Broadly. these vary from a minimalist

pale, such as the liberal creed of the American constitution, to the maximal
extreme of Marxism.

Like Nazism and the ideology of apartheid, the

Jacobin ideology of French revolutionaries falls between these extremes and
towards the maximal pole.

While the minimalist political idealogy of

liberalism encourages and tolerates a wide diversity of views, the more
prescriptive and comprehensive a political ideology, the greater its
insistence on uniformity of views and conformity of practice.

While the

American founding fathers could debate the best constitution for their new
republic amiably at length, St. Just, Danton, Robespierre and their
colleagues unleashed and successively directed the Terror that destroyed
. them all.

In Germany from 1926 until 1945, Nazis persecuted and

terrorised liberals. communists and others of differing political
persuasions into silence or flight.

Under apartheid such persecution by

vigilantes as well as the army and state police has so far been directed at
blacks, and particularly at the African National Congress and its allies.
In the Soviet Union under and since the rule of Stalin. millions suspected
of opposition or disloyalty have been silenced by terror, persecution,
imprisonment, psychjatric treatment, torture or death (Solzhenitsyn, 1974i
Dushnyck, 1975a, 1915b).

The more comprehensive the political ideology,

the greater the range of collective interests and activities it seeks to
regulate, and the less it can tolerate dissidence or opposition from anyone
<Rozek, 1916;

Sheehy & Nahalyo, 1980i

Nahalyo & Peters, 1981),
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In general those political opinions and activities, real or imaginary,
that rulers believe may challenge or threaten their power or authority,
interests or regime are prime

~argets

for political repression.

Projects

designed to aggrandize the ruling group generally receive their support.
Under European colonialism, colonials who advocated greater local autonomy
or independence automaticallY became enemies and targets of the regime,
even though such proposals were freely discussed in the imperial states.
Tt' history of British attempts to

sileu~~

demands for India'S independence

by repressing and destroying the Congress Party is well known, but in an
earlier day the first native champions of American independence from
British rule provoked similar reactions.

In dynastiC states as in modern

autocraCies, those known or believed to oppose the present rulers or their
policies are likely to be silenced by one means or another.

In past

centuries when headstrong monarchs ruled weak states, to protect themselves
against royal power, dissidents often joined together in rebellion or
flight.

The more efficient modern state generally controls such great

resources that to succeed, open violent resistance requires substantial
foreign assistance as well as strong local support.

Recent

conflicts in

Ulster, Nicaragua, Sri Lanka, Lebanon and the Punjab illustrate
circumstances most favourable for armed popular opposition to national
governments.

In the Nigerian civil war of 1967-70, both sides also

differed in ethnici ty, language. religion, political orientation and aims,
numbers, economy, and resources, and received moral and material support
from foreign countries.

The prolonged underground resistance movements in

Colombia, Peru and Bolivia differ from more open struggles in their
contexts and conditions, as

we~l

as their public support and aims.

Since independence many Third Vorld governments have legally
authorised themselves to detain without warrant or charge anyone they
regard as a possible trouble maker, for periods of varying length, and
sometimes indefinitely (Kurian. 1982;

Smith, 1986).

Some governments

also rely on their judiciary for support against suspected political
opponents and dissidents.

Through the police they can withold permission

for public meetings, demonstrations, marches, strikes and other activities
regarded as disturbing.

Newspapers prone to criticise the government may

fail to appear for lack of newsprint and other basic materials.

There are
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many other indirect measures that governments can take to silence or
disperse their opponents without resorting to death squads or
'disappearances', as in Argentina, El Salvador or Chile.
In autocratic states with complaisant judiciaries, classification of
activities, opinions or indiciduals as 'political' or other rests with the
rulers and their staffs.
exemplary and/or

They can designate as patriotic, nationalist,

ideolC'",,;':'~

lIly correct activities and opinions they ·.a...rour,

while classifying those they dislike as 'political', subversive, unpatriotic,
anti-state, anti-party, and so on.

Understandably, those classified as

terrorists by some governments are regarued as freedom fighters by others.
States committed to maximalist ideologies have to practise thought
control of their populations, and often classify opinions and activities as
political, anti-party and subversive rather because of

t~eir

possible

consequences than because they are objectively so (Solzhenitsyn, 1974;
Bourdeaux

~.,

1977).

In imperial Marxist states such as China and the

U.S.S.R. the people's loyalties to nationalities other than the state's
present problems that have often been dealt with harshly (Rozek, 1976;
Nahalyo & Peters, 19tH;

Sheehy & Nahalyo, 1980;

Hyer, 1975;

Mullin, 1981),

To impose and sustain their systems of thought control, such MarxistLeninist states have also proscribed and eradicated traditional religions as
'opiums of the people', while promoting their own secular political religion
and scriptural texts, founding prophets, hagiography and demonology,
monuments, calendrical cycle of public rites, and the like.

In consequence

religious devotion and worship by Soviet citizens are classified as
regreSSive, anti-state, anti-party, ideologically incorrect, and suppressed
<Bourdeaux, 1976;

Possony, 1975).

In China under Mao Tse-Tung, Buddhist

temples, monasteries and publi.:: centres were closed, and their religious
assemblies, worship and publications were proscribed, while the doctrines
of Confucius received particularly severe critiques from party ideologues
and organs in a long campaign.

Large numbers of people going about their

work and lives quite loyally were at first suspected of indifference, then
of hostility, and finally of opposition to Mao's ideas and objectives, after
which Mao and his circle fomented and directed the mass pressures of the
Cultural Revolution against their opponents in the Chinese Communist party
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and indiscriminately at anyone oelieved to oppose them.

During that

Cultural Revolution millions were humiliated and persecuted throughout China
on presumptions of their ideological disaffection and diiference (Garside,

1987;

Kuo, 1976).

On a similar scale, but more brutally, Stalin eliminated

millions as reactionary opponents of his policies in the Ukraine by famine
and by other means (Kruschev, 1962 (1956)i
Pinochet

hqs

done

ill

Kuper, 1981, 138-150), much as

Chile to anyone suspected of Leftist sympathies or

opposition to his Fascist dictatorship.

Difficulties unat currently

confront Secretary Gorbachov's campaign for glasnpst (openness) in the
U.S.S.R. nicely illustrate the public paralysis induced by prolonged state
terror and repression.

Perhap6 the nearest parallel with these modern

regimes of thought control is medieval CatholiCism, as illustrated by its
persecution of religious opponerrts and those of differing faiths before and
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries throughout Western
Christendom.

The situation in revolutionary Iran is strikingly similar

(Cooper, 1982).
Like civil war, terrorist Campaigns and resistance movements such as
those in Colombia, Peru and Afghanistan are violent conflicts between
collectivities with differing political bases, organisations, aims, beliefs
and opinions.

Whatever their character and duration, such struggles will

either split the original unit lnto two independent halves as in North
Yemen (Kurian, 1982, vol. 3), Pakistan in 1972 and Ireland in 1921, or
continue until one party emerges victorious, as, for example, in the
American Civil War in 1865 and that in Nigeria in 1970.
contests test the relative power of the opposing parties.

Kanifestly such
Political

solutions of such disputes that divide the original unit between the
fighting groups either indicate stalemate and common weariness with the
struggle or, as in Pakistan's c:vil war of 1972 that gave birth to
Bangladesh, they indicate a powerful intervention from outside (Xascarenhas,
1976).

If we exclude such contests it is obvious that in all cases of

discrimination, persecution and punishment on grounds of political opinion,
those who suffer are weaker than those who persecute or discriminate
against them.

Whether it occurs in dynastic, colonial, tribal, or modern

totalitarian ana liberal democratic states, discrimination on grounds of
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political opinion in all such cases confirm in detail the list of requisites
given above.
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17.

To discuss classes, whether as agents or targets of social discrimination,
we need an operationally clear and accurate definition of class, a folk
concept that is highly problematic and loosely used.

Even in the simplest

industrial society, while all may say there are an upper, a middle and a
lower or working class, and that everyone belongs to one or other of these
classes, people often disagree on their own class positions and those of
others, partly because the concepts and criteria used to distinguish classes
are mixed and unclear, and partly because we normally lack the information
those criteria require for corJect class placements.
According to one SOCiologist,

"A true class-organized society is one in which a hierarchy of prestige
and status is divisible into groups, each with its own social, economic,
attitudinal and cultural c:laracteristics, and each having differential
degrees of power in community decisions.

Such groups would be

socially separate and their members would. readily identify...

A SOCiety

approaches a class system if either (a) the groups are clearly
identifiable, but do not dlffer with respect to all the characteristics
noted;

or (0) groups do differ in these characteristics, but are not

sharply separated" (Goldschmidt, 1950, 49:::;).

Unfortunately the contradictions in that definition are not restricted to
sociologists but inhere in our folk concepts of social class <Mayer, 1955j
Tawney, 1961,50-55).

Like tie young, middle-aged and elderly, though the

categories may seem quite clear, their applications demonstrate ambiguities
in the many disagreeing classj fications by differ.ant peopie.

Such

disagreements about the class positions of individuals indicate our
confused conceptions and criteria of class dif!erences (Smith, 1984b, 1724);

and since we are here concerned with classes as categories or groups

that practise or experience discrimination, we can only deal with
collectivities that are clearly distinguished by such criteria as sex or
gender, language, race or religion, and not with such indeterminate concepts
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or strata as the "middle", "upper" or "Iovler/working" classes.
therefore seek conceptions

Ve must

distinguish classes unambiguously by fewer

tha~

criteria, and preferably by only one.

It may seem that Marx's conception of classes as strata "based on the
division of labour and on the instruments of production" (Marx & Engels,
1947, 44), that is, as categories distinguished by their differing relations
with the means ann mode of production, nicely meet_ this need.

However,

those conceptions are more complex, ambiguous and problematic than they
seem at first glance.
More precisely, Marx's definition of class is inadequate and
unsatisfactory, his usage of

t~e

term is loose and inconsistent, and, as

formulated, the general theory of which that concept is part is inextricably
circular and confused.

As this is not the place for extensive discussion

of Marx's work, I shall only mention some reservations.
Setting aside his distinction between classes-in-themselyes and
classes-for-themselves (Marx

&

Engels, 1947, 48-9;

Marx, 1906, 486-7;

1963, 1124), Marx defines classes by their differing relations with the
means and mode of production, all who share the same relations to the
means and mode of production being in the same class, as, for eXilruple, the
peasants or the proletariat (Marx & Engels, 1947, 23, 44, 48-50, 68-69, 7578;

Marx, 1906, 486-488).

Accordingly, two key criteria that define class

are production and mode of production.

By production Marx (1906, 41-2)

means work that creates useful things, that is, commodities;
entrepreneur.

or profits an

In his account (Marx, 1906, 198-201) production has the

fallowing components - first, mens rea., the producer's conception of the
product and work involved, then the necessary materials, necessary tools or
instruments, human labour, and finally the end-result, a material product,
which satisfies some want and has use-value (i.b.i.d.., 41-42).

Work which

does not generate such useful things., Le., material objects, is not
productive unless it generates profit for some capitalistic entrepreneurj
hence all engaged in such activities have no direct part in or relation to
the mode of production, though they may parasitically consume its outputs
(Uid."

487-488;

Marx, 1978,

~:72-273).

Such non-productive workers
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include most service personn8l engaged in health-care and related
activities, child care, education, religious duties and domestic service,
police, defence, administration, trade and commerce, law, ar-c, entertainment,
the professions, the social services, and

60

on.

Since classes are

distinguished by their relations with the means and mode of production,
being 'unproductive', those service workers do not enter into any classes.
Thus Xarx's concept of class oluits so large and diverse a segment of the
labour

:~rce

and gainfully employed

popu~ation

that it is inadequate for

social description or analysis.
As Marx defined it, the mode of production involves the means or forces
of production and the relationE-. of production.

The forces of production

consist of the materials and tools or instruments used in production (Marx,
1906, 201).

The relations of production consist of the division or social

organisation of labour and pro?erty rights over the means and fruits of
production (Marx

& Engels, 1947, 18, 44, 65-66).

Marx does not indicate

whether the mens rea or producer's work-plan and design of the product
belongs in the forces or the relations of production.

However, as he

perceives, on this definition of production, slaves and serfs are
instruments or conditions ot production and not producers (Marx. 1965. 87,
95, 101-2).

They are therefore no more fit to be identified as classes

than cattle, land or machinery.

In a famous statement, Marx says,

"The relations of production correspond to a definite stage in the
development of their material powers of production.

The sum total of

these relations of production constitutes the economic structure of
SOCiety - the real foundation on which rise legal and political
superstructures and to wh;ch correspond definite forms of social
consciousness.

The mode of production in material life determines the

general character of the social. political and spiritual processes of,
life (Marx, 1904, 11-12).
Though Marx (1904, 12-13), insists on distinguishing between the
"economic condition of production ... and the legal, political, religious,
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aesthetic or philosophic - in s'"lOrt, ideological forms "of the lIimmense
superstructure," that distinction is analytically impossible, given the
composition of the mode of production, since two of its most basic
components, namely, labour and property relations, derive from the political
and legal order.

In the passage just cited, Marx himself writes of lithe

existing relations of production, or - what is but a legal expression for
the same thing - ... the property relations" <.i.b.id..., 12),
says, "Labour is here

aga~n

the chief thing, power

0Y.e1:

Elsewhere, he
indiv' ...;.uls, and. as

long as the latter exists, private property must exist" (Marx
1947, 44, his italics).

&

Engels,

Elsewhere he explicitly describes the essential

link between the feudal lords and serfs as a "relationship of dominatipn"
(Marx, 1965, 102, his italics;

v. also

~.

1906. 391-392).

In short. the economic structure of society presupposes basic political
and legal relations of power and property for its existence, and so
incorporates them.

Hence, despite Marx's denial <1906, 96), any changes in

those conditions will entail parallel changes in the form and content of
the relations they constitute and regulate, as happened, for example. in the
nineteenth century when the British Parliament first abolished slavery
throughout the British empire and later passed an Act that gave married
women full control of their own property for the first time in British
history.
As regards his use of the .:oncept of class, Marx is woefully
inconsistent and rhetorical.

To support his apocalyptic assumption of

universal class-struggle, he often overextends the concept and drastically
oversimplifies the structure of societies into binary pairs of contraposed
"classes", as in the Manifesto.:
"The history of all hitherto existing SOCiety is the history of class
struggles.
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild
master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in
constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now
hidden, now open fight, a light that each time ended, either in a
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of the contending classes ...
Our epoch, the epoch 01 the bourgeoisie, possesses, however, this
distinctive feature:

it has simplified the class antagonisms.

Society

as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps,
into two great classes

d:rp~tly

facing eaen other - bourgeoisie and

proletariat." (Marx & Engels, 1948, 2-3).
Two years before they wrot,:: the Manifesto, Marx and Engels clearly
distinguished feudal lords and serfs as stande
classes (Marx

&

or status-groups, from

Engels, 1947, 11,45-59,202,204) and tried to formulate

the difference with care (fud., 59, '16-'1'1),

As Yleber later showed, castes,

pariah peoples, ethnic and racial strata are other kinds of stande, as were
the patrician and plebeian orders of ancient Greece and Rome (Veber 1976).
It is also obvious that freemen and slaves are juridical and political
strata and not classes, since each category includes several classes
distinguished by their roles in production, as well as many "non-productive"
persons who on Marx's criterla belong in no class.
Besides the boureeoish:! .,nc: proletariat, Marx later recognised
landowners as the third "great class" in modern society, and asked, but did
not answer whether doctors and officials do not "form two distinct
classes", as also the owners of mines, vineyards, or forests (Marx, 1909,
941-942) .

Nonetheless in the 18th Brumaire Of Lpuis Bpnaparte (Marx,

1963), besides the proletariat dnd lumpenproletariat, Marx distinguished as
classes the large landowners, petty bourgeOiS, peasants, large landholders,
commercial bourgeoisie, industrial bourgeoiSie, iinancial bourgeOiSie, and
leaders of such organisations

ilS

the army, church, academy, uni versi ties,

legal profession and the press <i.hl.d,., 23, 36, 47-8, etc.).

In other

studies of France and Germany, he enumerated seven and eight classes
respectively (Lefebvre, 1972, 120-121).

Clearly Marx found the two or

three "great classes" he so often invoked for dramatic effect analytically
inadequate for descriptive accounts of contemporary societies.

This leads

us to repeat the question he failed to answer at the end of his life,
namely, "Ylhat constitutes a class?...

What constitutes wage-labourers,
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capitalists, ana landlords as Tne three great social classes?

(Xarx, 1909,

941-2).

Vhen, despite a lifetime's usage, the author of so important a concept
recognises but does not resolve so important an ambiguity, even in
application to those contemporary societies he knew firsthand, it seems
best to treat that concept, arw the geperal theory in which it is so
central, with circumspection.
A propos Marx's general th20ry and his definition of classes by
reference to the mode of production, Max Veber (1978, 2, 926-927) initially
remarked,
"The emergence of economic power may be the consequence of power
existing on other grounds.

Man does not strive for power only in

order to enrich himself economically.
may be valued for its own sake.

Power, including economic power,

Very frequently the striving for

power is also conditioned by the social honour it entails.
power, however, entails social honourj

Not all

the typical American boss, as

well as the typical big speculator,. deliberately relinquishes social
honour.

Qui te generally, "mere economic" power, and t:speci<J.lly "nakea"

money power, is by no means a recognised basis of social honour.
is power the only basis of social honour.

Nor

Indeed, social honour, or

prestige, may even be the basis of economic power, and very frequently
has been.

Power, as well as honour, may be guaranteed by the legal

order, but at least normally, it is not their primary source ...
'Classes', 'status grou?s', and 'parties' are phenomena of the
distribution of power within a community" (Veber, 1978, 2, 926-927)
For Veber classes are aggregates or categories of people who share an
identical 'class situation' "under the conditions of commodity or labour
markets...

The class situation is, in this sense, ultimately a market

situation." (.lJUQ.., 927-928).

F'age

<;;2

Implicit in this definition of classes by their relations to the D6rket
is Weber's perception that in societies without markets or with restricted
markets, though analytically relevant, classes lacked the structural
importance they possessed in adequately monetized economies that transacted
utilities by market processes.

In their absence such forms of social

stratification as estates, castes. orders, slavery and other kinds of
servitude were the predominant social strata.
status grot· Jl::>

(stand~)

Weber contrasted such

distinguished by their differing ... J. fe styles and

social' honour or prestige from classes distinguished by their market
relations, and, like Marx and Engels <1947,59, '16-77), regarded feudal
estates, the social orders of c;assical antiquity, pariah peoples, and the
distinctions between free ana slave, as well as Hindu castes, as klnds of
status groups.
'~tatus

Continuing, he stressed that

honour need not necessarily be linked with a class situation.

On the contrary, it normally stands in sharp opposition to the
pretensions of sheer property.

Both propertied and propertyless

people can belong to the same status group" (Veber, 1978,2,932).
To complete his analysis of the dimensions and modes of social
stratification Weber distinguished parties from classes and status groups
as a kind of grouping distinguished by preoccupation with the "acquisition
of social power, ... toward influencing social action, no matter what its
content may be"

<ili.Q.., 938).

He then sketched their relations to the

economic and social orders in which classes and status groups were central.
"'Parties' reside in the spnere of power...

Parties may represent

interests determined through class situation or status situation, and
they may recruit their following respectively from one or the other.
But they need be neither purely class nor purely status partiesj

in

fact, they are more likely to be mixed types and sometimes they are
neither...

Above all else, they vary according to the structure of

domination,
938-939;

For their lEkaders normally deal with its conquest" (iJ:U.d.,

his italics).
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By these concepts TJeber distinguished the specifically economic orCE:r
or dspect

01

society in which class is central trom the social order of

ranked status groups, and from the political oraer in which highly
organised associations competed as parties to influence public affairs at
all levels of the polity, and emphasised their relative autonomy, analytic
distinctness and variable labile relations (Tawney, 1961.
Returning like Marx to the analysi, cf social stratification at the E;;.'d
of his life, \leber outlined his ideas in notes for a chapter he never lived
to write (\leber, 1978, 1, 302-307).
three kinds

01

On this occasion he

d~stinguished

classes by their diverse class situations.

"'Class' means all persons in the same class situation.
(a) A 'property class' is primarily determined by property ditferences.
(b) A

'comme~

class' by the marketability of goods and services.

(c) A 'social class' makes up the totality of those class situations
within whicn individual and generational mobility is easy and typical. ..
'Class situation' and 'class' refer only to the same (or similar)
interests which an individual shares with others.

In principle, the

various controls over consumer goods, means of production, assets,
resources and skills each constitute a particular class situation.

A

uniform class situation prevails only when completely unskilled and
propertyless persons are dependent on irregular employment.

The unity

of a SOCial class is highly variabl (1l:Wl.., 302).
Developing his claim that "'Property' and 'lack of property' are ... the basic
categories of all class situations...

\lithin these categories however,

class situations are further differentiated ll <1978, 2, 927-928), TJeber then
classified property classes as 'positively' and 'negatively' privileged.
I

"Positively privileged property classes are typically rentiers,

receiving income from (a) men (the case of slave-owners),
(c) Kines,

(d) Installations (factories and eqUipment),

(f) Creditors <of livestock, grain or money>,

(b) Land,
(e) Ships,

(g) Securities.
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II

Negatively privilegeG property classes are typically (a) the unfree

(see under 'Status Group'), \b) the declassec <the proletarji of
Antiquity),

(c) debtors,

(d) the 'paupers'.

In between are the various 'middle classes' (Mittelstandsklassen),
which make a living from their property or their acquired skills.
Some of them may be 'commercial classes' (entrepreneurs with mainly
positive privileges, proletarians with negative ones).

However, not

all of them fall intc.. t'.e latter category (witness

nts, craftsmen,

peas~

officials)." (l.hl.d.., 303),
18

Though Marx frequently spoke

01

oppressing ana oppressed classes, to my

knowledge he never defined oppression.
qUite clear.

Nonetheless his meaning seems

For Marx, oppression denoted the conditions necessary for

continued human exploitation;

and by exploitation he meant the extraction

of surplus value from human labour (Marx, 1906, 197-220).

In effect, by

oppression Marx meant those so·::ia1 arrangements that facilitated the
extraction of surplus value from labour.
strictly economic concept and

~rocess.

Exploitation being thus a

oppression denoted its political and

juridical preconditions.
While oppression as an active process is essentially political,
discrimination, which it presupposes, is much more varied, and , as we have
seen, may have ritual, social, cultural, political, legal and material
expression and content.
Throughout history in all
strata have discriminated

~dnds

agai~s~

of stratified societies the superior

their inferiors by restricting their

access to opportunities, wea 1tI., property, power, justice and other
resources.

As necessary they have enforced compliance by oppressive

measures.

However, as the strata engaged in such stnlctures sometimes

differ in their nature and base, so do the patterns of discrimination that
hold between them.

To indicate these variations briefly, I shall group the

various kinds of social strata mentioned above in two clusters, namely,
those that assume and permit

~ndividual

status changes or social mobility;
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and those that exclude or severely restrict it (Mayer, 19b5),

The :first,

more open type of stratification includes, besides classes as Weber, Marx
and others conceived them, age-set and other age-class systems (Bernardi,
1985;

Smith, 1974, 141-142) as sketched above, and those systems of

slavery that involved much movement between free and slave categories
(Patterson, 1982).
B ·sJ:ies caste systems; t:he second gruup of closed systems includes the
feudal isms of Japan, Chou China and Europe, the social orders of ancient
Greece and Rome, colonialism, pariah peoples, and. other structures of ethnic
and racial stratification (Puxon, 1980;

De Vos & Wetherall, 1974).

Essentially, in closed stratifications, social strata are prescriptively or
in practice substantially endogamous and closec reproductive groups, and
individual status is immutable, hereditary, and allocated ascriptively at
birth into one unit or another.

Individual status changes are thus ruled

out, if not absolutely, as in Hindu and other caste systems (de Reuck &
Knight, eds., 1967), virtually s.o, as in feudalism and in ancient Greece and
Rome.

Where stratum endogamy is most rigidly prescribed and enforced, in

closed self-perpetuating units, the institutional strata are castes, each
endowed with unique qualities of purity and pollution, and holding

distinct

positions in a ritual rank order that proscribes their connubium,
commensality and coresidence, and regulates in detail their social
interactions, privileges and disabilities, incluoing their physical
proximity, and ritually appropriate vocations (Dumont, 1966),

As shO\>m by

the various ritual proscriptions that govern social relations between people
of differing caste, such caste hierarchies are elaborate and encompassing
structures of ritual discrimination by pure high ranking castes against
polluting ones of lower rank (Beteille, 1976;
structure of social and

ri~ual

Das, 1976).

This Hindu

privilege and disability excludes large

numbers of Untouchables from entering temples or taking part in public
worShip, and other valued ritual activities (Hiro, 1975),

The positions of

castes in the ritual and social hierarchy generally corresponds with their
relative political, juridical and economic status (Beteille, 1971), and with
significant differences in the health, life-spans, child mortality rates, and
housing conditions of higher and lower castes, thus demonstrating the ways
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in which discrimination inaissolubly pervades the concept and practice of
caste.
Estate structures such as feudalism and the social oroers of antiq ui ty,
like colonialism and ethnic and racial stratification, differ from the
ritual hierarchy of caste in their political and juridical foundations and
emphases.

They also allow l,mited degrees

indiVidual mobility by

01

various means, such as .. :J.e adoption and in-marriage of men .' -apan, the
recruitment of priests, monks and nuns from secular estates into the
medieval church, or the flight of serfs to freedom in the towns of
Europe.

~estern

The preeminence of Brahmins and their precedence vis-a-vis the

Kshatriya or "ruling" caste distinguishes Hindu caste from the feudalism of
Europe, where secular interests were stronger, and Japan where they
dominated the shogunates (Dumont, 1966;

Sansom, 1952).

Nonetheless, like

caste, estate systems incorpOI'ate their strata differentially in unequal
relations that institutionalise their discrimination politically.
Legally, socially, economically, ritually a:ld materially, in contrast
with all such structures of r8stricted individual mobility, status
ascription, and prescriptive aiscrimination, though intrinsically unequal
and distinguished by their

ec~nomic

and social conditions, class systems

differ in their implicit acceptance of individual mobility and status
achievement by performance, in their exclusion of such barriers as stratum
endogamy, and in their implicit commitment to the formal equality of all
citizens, at law, in the state and in the market place, without distinctions
of race, ethnici ty, religion, sex, etc., even though in practice, as related
above, dominant classes generally try to preserve or increase their
collective dominance and privileges by discrimination and other means.
Ideally in open class systems everyone should have equal chances of
achieving high status through successful performance in their chosen fields
of endeavour, whether that be the market, the political arena, the stadium
and sports field, the law courts or academy, medicine, art bureaucracy, etc.
Accordingly, in class systems no formal barriers against intermarriage,
commensality, coresidence, choice of occupation or career should be
permitted to override individual inclinations and abilities, and ideally the
opportuni ty structures in edu-:ation the market
I

I

law courts and public

administration should be equally open to all, irrespsctive of racs,
religion, ethnicity and other personal qualitias.
though people of the Same economic class may

S~~,

In consequence, even

~ssDciate,

visit and marry one

another more often than otherwise, a sufficient number will not do so to
prevent stratum closures and ensure individual freedom of choice and action
in social relations of those kinds within the ronnubial population (Mayer,
1955).

As we have seen, such patterns may coexist with the differential

incorporc.tion and systematic <iiscrimination u': uther cu1l8ctivities (]q:yrdal,
1944) .

As regards means, briefly, while the forms and conditions of oppression
are primarily political and juridical, and secondarily economic,
discrimination may operate in ritual spheres either by denying the
subordinate collectivity equal access to and shares of ritual

le~dership

and

responsibilities, or by obliging it to seek autonomy in separate
organisations and worship, thus dividing people of common faith into
separate communions.

At the economic level discrimination involves the

underpayment and overcharging of those discriminated against.

It denies

inferior collectivities equal access to economic opportunities and. resourCE:S
of all kinds, including
Occup.:ltions,

.:lS

inform~tion,

in lndian

Ci.bt.'

property, the more desirable

Lind American color-caste,

skill-

~mploymcnt,

training, income, credit and autonomous industrial organisation, while
burdening them with excessl.ve tax or tribute such as the Islamic
the indirect tax systems of European colonialism.

~

or

Culturally,

discrimination denies inferior strata adequate and appropriate education for
adult life, and may positively handicap them by such means as the language
and script used for instruction, by inadequate and inappropriate educational
and cultural facilities, or by the suppression of indigenous
and expression (lnglehart & Woodward, 1967;

cul~ural

f~rms

Hitchens & Stephen, 1981).

Politically and administratively, discrimination is manifest in the
differential incorporation of some social strata as full citizens free to
partiCipate in the political and administrative process, and others wb.:J can
only partiCipate as objects of government policy and administration.
Juridically, discrimination involves de facto differences in the legal
rights and status of indiViduals drawn from differing social strata as
illustrated

int~r

alia by the aistribution of penal suits ana sentences.
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Sociall y and materially it is expressed by differences in "tfieil' huusing,
health and morbidity, diet, clothing, life-spans, and so on, and by the
rates of intermarriage,

inter-g~nerational

between social strata (Palley, 1978j

and intra-generational mobility

Thornberry, 1987i

Fawcett, 1979).

Oppressive arrangements and actions taken to ensure the continued
compliance of subordinate str.-+" with

d

Gocial order and their places in it

are either political, juridical or economic, the latter being distinguishec
as private action by citizens or non-governmental organisations.

In

differing social contexts, besides those discriminatory arrangements
mentioned above, such political measures include anti-labour laws, the
proscription or suppression of public protests by members of subordinate
strata, for example, by forbidding public meetings, demonstrations, strikes,
publications, aSSOCiations, by censorship of the press and other media,
lettres de cachet, preventive detention of leaders and activists, political
abuse of justice, resort to agents ;proyocateurs., and toleration or use of
such goon gangs as the Nazi brownshirts, or death squads, lynchings and
disappearances, etc.
Juridically, oppression involves injustice, administrative malpractices
and denial of full legal rights to the members, representatives or
orgonisations of any social strdta, whether such action is lnitiated
independently by the judiciary, as in the U.S. Supreme Cour-t's anti-black
decisions from 1875 to 1896 ana 1954, or by the political authorities.
Economically, the oppression of inferior by superior strata generally
involves their explOitation, as defined and studIed by Marx, coupled

wi~h

overcharging, debt-bondage, imprisonment, dispossession and eviction,
servitude in all its forms, arIa such onerous laDour contracts as peonage
and coolie indentures, as well

as

strike and union-busting, etc.

When the tables are turned in stratified societies by social revolution,
the power of the "ruling class" is broken. and leaders of hitherto
subordinate strata seize control, as happened at Corcyra in the Peloponesian
Var, in France in 1787-93, Russia in 1917, China in 1949, Cuba in 1959 and
elsewhere, historic abuses and deprivations are sometimes repaid
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,indiscriminately and with vengeance by the lower strata on thai~ formEr
oppressors.

For us the key question is, precisely what kind of

collectivities are these oppressors and oppressed?
basis and composition?

Vhat

1S

~heir

nature,

How closely do they fit either of the concepts of

class presented by Marx or Veber?

Or are they units of some other kind?

Finally, are the 'oppressors' and 'oppressed' in all cases units of the same
base and kind, or do they
structure?

d~fier

in societies of differing composition and

Beginning with the last question, it seems

ODV10US

that the categories

of oppressor and oppressed vary in their nature, basis and composition in
societies of differing social structure.

In slave-based societies the

oppressed and oppressing strata are slaves and freemen (Patterson, 1982);
in caste societies such as India, they are castes <Beteille. 1976;
1976 i

IIiI'o, 1975) i

Das,

in feudal societies the oppressors and oppressed can

only be feudal estates or groups of

the~,

for example in Tokugawa Japan,

the daimyo <lords) and their bamurai retainers on the one hand, and the
rural heimin or commoners and chqnin (townsmen) or artisans and merchants
- the four estates of Tokugawa society <Dore, 1965, 3-14j

Sansom, 1952),

In classical antiquity the primary divisions were initially the patricians
and plebeians in Greece and Rome, but in both societies historical
developments transformed those strata

(~eber,

1976).

In capitalist

societies the oppressed and oppressing strata are neither castes, freemen
and slaves, patricians and plebs nor feudal estates, but are generally
identified as classes.
are they?

If so, the question remains, What kind of classes

Classes based on differing relations with the mode of

production or with the market?

If the latter, are they propertied,

commercial or other kinds of class?

The only obvious common factor in

these stratifications is the·c:.omination of superior strata that possess a
common inclusive organisation over inferior strata that lack it;

but those

conditions also distinguish the co10nisers and colonised in colonial
populations.
Since differences between castes, freemen and slaves, feudal estates,
racial and ethnic collectivities, colonisers and colonised clearly differ
from those between classes defined by their market or

prod~ction

relations,

even though social stratifications of the latter kind often involve the
differential incorporation, exploitation and oppression of subordinate
strata, I shall not pause to aiscuss precapitalist formations here, since I
am only concerned to determine what kinds of classes have served as agents
or objects of discrimination, and if so, how.

Nonetheless, as Marx (1965,

71-80, 92-95) seemed to regard the patrician and plebeian orders of early

Rome as economic strata

simi~ar

to classes, we should check that
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pOSSibility.

Yeber, who mace a detailed study oi ancient Rome and Greece,

disagrees.
IIEssentially the plebs was that part of the citizen body which was
excluded from offices, priesthoods, judgeships and army commands - the
people who did not belong to clan groupings, peasants, artisans,
merchants, some of whom bF-came rich while others remained poor .... The
conflict of orders in

~~-

Early Republic

so far as it concerned debt. law ... ,

w~s

a social struggle only in

otherwise it was a political

struggle" (Weber, 1976, 286-287).
Equally explicit political and juridical criteria underlie the differential
incorporation of colonisers anc colonised, freemen and slaves, nobles,
villeins" clergy, burghers, Jews and serfs in feudal Europe or the daimyo,
samurai, heimin, chonin, Burakulllin and others in Japan (De Vos
'Wetherall & De Vos, 1975), and the major caste groupings

1974;

Wetherall,

&

(~)

of

Hindu society, though in the latter case political and juridical criteria are
subordinated to ritual conditions of purity and pollution (Dumont, 1966j
Reuck

&

Knight <eds.), 1967).

de

It is thus possible that in societies

stratified on bases other than caste, estates, colonial rule or distinctions
of race, ethnici ty, free and slave status" the oppressors and oppressed, the
discriminators and discriminat8d collectivities are differentially
incorporated by political means and represent political classes.

If so,

the oppressors will be the rullng class, the oppressed the ruled;

and if

so, to answer our basic questions, we need only ask ho';/ these classes have
been composed in capitalist societies of the last five hundred years, for
which the evidence is readily available and unambiguous.
Though }larx and Engels <1948, 4) saw the state as the executive
committee of the bourgeOiSie, even in England auring their lifetimes the
landed aristocracy and not the bourgeoisie dominated the British cabinet
(Laski, 1928, 18-19;

Tawney, 1961, 71-72),

Though the latter had

benefitted greatly 'from the continuing land enclosures of the 16th through
18th centuries which expropriated the rural workers and created the large
landless proletariat that the early industrialists recruited as labour at
subsistence wages, the entire :ong process of land expropriations was
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carried out by the Crown, the nobility and landed gentry or large
<Marx, 1906, 7e8-814).

£~rmers

Nont'theless, for Marx and Engels (1947, 23),

"All struggles within the State, the struggle between democracy,
aristocracy and monarchy, the struggle for the franchise, etc. etc., are
merely the illusory forms in which the real struggles of the differing
classes are fought out among one another"
How well do the franchise extensions in England during their

fit

lifeti~e

that thesis?
By successive 'Reform Bills' in 1832 and, after the defeat and
dissolution of the Chartist movement, in 1867 and 1884, the Liberal (Vhig)
and Conservative (Tory) parties that dominated the British parliament under
Victoria progressively reduced property qualifications for the franchise and
incorporated the more prosperous petty bourgeoisie and workers as electors,
not because of their demands, but primarily to advance the political
interests of their respective parties at the next general election.

In

1832 Earl Grey's administration extended the franchise to men who occupied
premises having an annual value of
about 50 per cent.

~10.

thus increasing the electorate by

Following the collapse of Chart ism , in 1867 Disraeli

doubled that electorate by enfranchising the more prosperous urban workers,
In 1872 the secret ballot was introduced;

and in 1884 Gladstone equalised

the rural and urban franchise by reducing rural property qualifications and
added another two mil ion males to the electorate.

By then the voters' roll

was nearly eight times as large as in 1832 shortly after Jews and
Catholics with sufficient property received the vote.

By then

apprOXimately half the men irl Britain had the vote as against less than

14% before the 1832 Reform Bill, the population having almost doubled since
that date.

From 1885, when Gladstone's government equalised electoral

constituencies, until 1918, when adult male suffrage was introduced and all
married women over 30 were given the vote, the franchise remained
unchanged.
vote.

Finally in 1928 all women above the age of 21 were given the

Thus, before the introduction of universal adult

s~ffrage,

the

franchise discriminated categorically against all women irrespective of
wealth, and between men of differing taxable status and economic class,
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W.D.om owned real property, even it" only their

.Ilia.lJ,Y UI

did not (Thomson, 1950;

ho.me~;,

vlhL.e others

Harris and Levey (eGs.), 19'15, p. 2293, 2304).

For centuries the rights to vote and canvass elections in England had
been based on property qualifications.

In this, like most European states

of the nineteenth century, Britain followed the practice of the old Roman
republic.

In consequence franchise qualifications sharply distinguished

positively and negatively privileged property classes, to use '1."'''
by their differential incorporation.

~r's

terms,

In Britain successive Reform Acts

progreSSively shifted the boundaries between those categories until
property criteria were replaced by adult status as the basis for political
rights.

Until then the disenfranchised included many who also lacked

sufficient funds and knowledge af the Common Law to secure their rights in
court;

and in many cases such disabilities could be traced back to their

differential incorporation and disenfranchisement.

However, the two

political classes, electors and the voteless, were not pure property classes
in

~eber's

sense since, besides women, many property holders of low taxable

status were disqualified, while many tenants of premises having sufficient
taxable value, and men with annual cash incomes above variable amounts were
included.
Clearly at no stage of this process were the electors and the
voteless distinguished as categories by their relations to the means and
mode of production or the labour and commodity markets.
Besides many nobles, gentry and other large landowners, the electorate
initially included some lesser landowners, professionals, military and civil
officers, clergy, some university men, bankers, financiers and insurance
men, some mine owners and factory owners, newspaper owners, large and
small merchants;

and under successive Reform Acts, it incorporated

increasing numbers of accountants, engineers, in,:1ustrialists and managers,
supervisory staff, teachers, journalists, shopkeepers, master craftsmen and
skilled artisans, foremen, railwaymen and the like.

~hile

clearly, if male,

large landowners and capitalists would be qualhied to vote and stand for
election, even after the Married Women's Property Act of 1875, however
wealthy, women of property remained without a vote.

From 1832 onwards

the electorate also included increasing numbers of petty bourgeoisie and
proletarians, small landholders. artisans, craftsmen and own-account

?age
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workers.

At the same time the differentially incorpcrated category of

voteless people includ8d women of all economic

cdt~sories,

and many men

whose fathers and close kinsmen had the vote while they did not, despite
identical relations to the mode of production and/or the market.

Each

political class was thus heterogeneous as regards its economic compositioni
and given the distribution of wealth and income in Britain before World Var
I, from 1867 if not 1832, the bourgeois, large landowners and 'men of wealth
and propel ,:y' represented such :3mall fractions,T the electorate that, on
introducing the Bill to make

th~

education of children compulsory

throughout the kingdom, its necessity was urged "to educate our iuture
masters", that is, the newly eniranchised voters, many of whom were
functionally ill:terate.
Thus at no point in this long process of electoral reform from 1832
and earlier until 1928, when all women over 21 years of age were finally
given the vote, did either of the two basic political categories in British
SOCiety, the enfranchised and unenfranchised, consist primarily or
exclusively of economic classes distinguished or contraposed by their
relations with the labour and commodity markets, the means and mode of
production, or property rights as listed by Weber.
differentially incorporated

rux

ca~egories

were

Instead these

his~orically

and politically

~

groupings defined and redei ined by considerations of party political

interest in a highly competitive parliamentary system whose ruling strata
were split between the landed aristocracy and gentry on the one hand, and
~ndustrial,

financial and commercial bourgeoisie or capitalists on the

other, both being 'positively privileged property classes'.
In Marx's (1909, 941-942) view, even in

tha~

'most highly and

classically developed', capi tali,=t society, England, "tne class structure
does not appear ina pure form"

As regards the economic class identities

of the voters and voteless, the oppressors and oppressed, 'that statement
applies equally to \leber's conce'pts of status groups and classes, whether
propertied, commercial or

socia~,

as the history of the citizenship and the

franchise in Britain indicates (Xarshall, 1964).

In short the basic

criteria on which sections of British society, including women, were
differentially incorporated as

~ull

citizens and voteless subjects, were
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Thus, in this case as in otner

explicitly political and not economic.

capitalist societies after the collapse of

feud~lism,

classes engagad as

discriminators or discriminated, oppressors or oppressed, as distinct from
those that Marx (1906, 207-244) identified as exploiters and exploited,
were political in their constitution and characteristics.

From such data I

conclude that classes involved in discrimination as agents or targets, and
in the oppression that generally accompanies discrimination, are essentiallv
political aggregates, heterogeneo

~

_n their economic compositions and

relations either to the means and mode of production, to property, or to the
labour or commodity markets.
20.

As we have seen. all varieties

L;I

social a.1scri:u.:nation presuppose aha

demonstrate the superior ability and power of the discriminators to
disadvantage those they

against.

discri~inate

Since the social, economic,

political and legal aspects and components of superior power are closely
related, it would be useful if, in clOSing, I
conditions and requisites.

However, I can

cou~d

identify their essential

neit~er

determine the relative

importance of such conditions or variables universally in general terms,
nor in discriminatory contexts and processes of all
recommend further study of

tho~-,e

relations.

general hypotheses, however teni:ative,

~inds,

and therefore

M:I data do -not

concerniT1:~

sU3gt~st

any

the relative primacy of

poli tical, social, economic or ether factors in promoting I sustaining and
chc1ngin::; or abolishing
dialectical relations.

structuF~S

of social dis.-rimination, but

:5tre~;;::;

their

Accord_ngly, I list below as prereqUisites or social

discrimination seven conditions that occur in all varieties of
discriminatory contexts and pr,)cesses.

(1)

For social

discrimiIJ,~tion

to occur, CliscriIDinators and

discriminated must belong to a common society or polity.
(2)

For social discrimin.:1tion to occur, aiscriJDinators anci

discriminated must form

01

represent t",/o closed corporate

collectivities that are dili:tinct, clearly bounded, presumed to be
perpetual, and exclude jOiIit membership.

ilhile the discriminators

generally have some means or organisation to coordinate their action
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when necessary, those dis, riminated against generally lack that
resource.

(3)

The categories or collectivities directly involved in

discrimination as discriminators and discriminated are always social
and cultural constructs and never purely biological or natural entities.
(4)

The cnndition.s, FFocesses and effects of discrimination are

objective, empirical, and open, to observation, whether

not the

G.

discriminators or discrim inated regard them as discrimina.tory, and
whether or not these proct'sses and effects are intended.

If all

in vol ved as discriminator,', and discrimina ted regard the conditions,
processes and forms of di3crimination as a reasonable or appropriate
collective accommodation, those conditions IIlay prevail for centuries
unquestioned;

but if such practices lack general assent, their

observance normally requires effective repression.
(5)

Structures of discr;'mination vary societally with the

institutional relations anJ rights they withold or iIIlpose, and with the
opportunity structures of their social contextsi

but all discriIIlinatory

practices presuppose and ,'iemonstrate the de facto differential
incorporation of discriminators and discriminated in the same soclety.
(6)

Tlle

~l-.J,I;J

practi"es and effects of discrimination always

exceed those prescribed or sanctioned by law.
(7)

The most Important conditions or factors that underlie and

sustain discriminatory pr.lctices are the superior political power of
those who discr.iminate, and the inability of those who experience
discrimination to change their situation.

Many variable conditions m!gh- be added to these seven universal requisites
of social discrimination,
(8)

b~t

~

shall cite only one:

Vhile discrimination sometimes occurs as a routine aspect of the

culture or social system of which it is part and without any explicit
ideology, ideological

be11~fs,

att1tudes and stereotypes

lesiti~ise

such

practices in IIlany cases.
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As regards the faGtors, rea":;ons and motives that ha.ve so often
persuaded powertul collectivitie5 to discriminate against I'ieaker ones in
contexts of all kinds, as indicated by the examples cited above, these are
too various and circumstantial to be listed here.

However , it is a

reasonable hypothesis that, in most if not all cases, the decisive
considerations and inducements are broadly political and involve collective
ideas of political interest and the actions necessary to achieve and
consolidate, ennance or preserve group ad' artage and control, ideas that
reflect their concerns and conc'=ptions of collective honour, security I
material

rewar~.

superiority and other deeply-held social values.
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